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Six-Year-Old
Thoma• s Latimer
Ksited _v d

Stories On Snakehandlers Brings
Back Memories For Murray C9,upie
•

By M.C. GARROTT
Public Relations Director
Murray State University
The recent crop-up in the
news of the snakehandling
religious cult in West Virginia
brings to memory very vividly a
personal experience with a
group of these believers and
their rituals some years ago.
It was in 1948, if my memory
is correct, that it happened. At
the time, I was the trim, boyish
editor of The Daily Enterprise
at Harlan no Southeastern
Kentucky.
Mar)yof you may recall that it
o
about this time that the
activities of a

-Seeiv&I-Ieard
Around
Murray
The
yesterday
the sound
Cookoo in

oppressive
heat
was heightened by
of the Yellow Billed
the woods out back.

A Field Mouse lives in the
rocks around the Twin Poet
Oak
He comes out to eat the bird
seed that are scattered from the
feeder by the ubiquitous Blue
Jays.
Someone calls wanting to
know what the Blue Bunting is.
They had seen one and
naturally wanted to identify this
Got the whole yard mowed
Saturday afternoon and we felt
so good about it that we just had
to yell "Sooey." When we
yelled, the Squirrels ran in all
directions.
Odd looking male Cardinal in
the yard yesterday. Didn't have
a top knot and appeared to be
partially bald. He was either an
old Cardinal that had met with
some accident, or a young one
that had not fully developed, or
some kind of mutation.
Don't know whether we
mentioned it or not, but the
other morning corning to town,
two large German Police dogs
lying dead,in the center of Main
Street just east of lib. Sweet.
The Sedum known as -Hen and
Chickens. Our "Hen" is about
six inches across and a a large
numbeLig...19g ki
.-e tuk"
We have some tickets th Dade
Park if anyone needs theft:
Fellow says he lived in a
neighborhood that was so poor
that anybody who had garbage
to throw out was considered
well-to-do.
Boeing aircraft has engineers
working on a top secret super
project.How to make the lounge
on the 747 as large as it looks on
the TV commercials.
Barry Sullivan says that
happiness is just a combination
of good health and a lousy
memory
Woody Allen: My goal as an
artist is to forge in the smithy of
my soul the uncreated conscience of my race. Then to see
if they can turn it out in plastic.

Th“Veather
.
.
Today considerable cloudiness hot and humid with a
chance of a thundershower,
high in the low 90s. Tonight
Variable cloudiness and mild
with a chance of a thundershower, low in the low 70s.
Tuesday mostly cloudy, very
Warm and huttlid ilith a chance
of i.thaidersliower, high in the
to around 90. WidnesunPar
day.vory warm and humid with
-Onelen.. a continuing
risk of a thundershower.

religious cult in that part of the
"And them alms shall foliew
Commonwealth roasted into then that behove; la aW
amps
the national news spotlighi. Vail they cast out
devils; they
when a small girl war bittesi
shall speak with new tongues;
the hand by a rattlesnake at one they shall take up serpents; and
of the services.
'
*they drift any deadly thing, it
I can't recall- her name, but shell not hurt them; they shall
her parcel"' became of their ley hands m the sick, and they
religious beliefs, refused alliall recover."
medical treatment for her.
This all happened just before
When her plight reached the I arrived in Harland with my
news media and her condition' wife, Cathryn, two small
became critical, reporters from children and a mother-in-law,
the major news-services and seeking to get a foot in the door
newspapers flocked tato the of the journalistic. world after
county, ogle which is not known some five years of military
for taking too kindly to service and a brief, "on-the-jobstrangers.
training" stint with
The
Each day, reams of stories Mayfield Messenger.
dealing with the little girl's
By the tune we had settled
conidtion, her background, her down in a rented home on the
*wily, beliefs of the cult and banks of a little stream which is
the • circumstances leading to part of the headwaters of the
her being bitten Mired from the Cumberland
River,
the
area.
snakehandling activities were
In time, I believe, she no longer "big news."
recovered, still without medical
All the wire service and big
help, but was left with a city reporters had long since
withered hand and arm as a departed, and the people, just
result of the poisonous bite. She as they are today with the
soon was forgotten. It would be Watergate scandal, were
interest* to know where she is growing tired of reading about
today.
it.
The. leaders of the cult,
As a result, however, the
cultists were hauled into court however, weren't ready to call
and quickly forbidden to hold it quits. They apparently had
any more meeting; in Harlan enjoyed all the attention and the
buoyance of the national '
County or even Kentucky.
Asa scriptural basis for their spotlight. They would call a
beliefs, the cultists point to a meeting and pull out the snakes
portion of the New Testament at the slightest provocation.
which reads:
I See Sztakeleuxners,Page 10

One Is Injured In Auto
Accident Over Weekend
One person was treated and
released Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway Hospital for
art injury received in a traffic
accident Saturday.
Deborah Burkeen of Farmington, Route One, who was a
passenger in a car driven by
Patricia Ann Wilkerson of
Mayfield Route Seven, received
a neck injury, hospital officials
said.
The accident occurred at 1:10
p.m. at the bypass on Highways
121 and 641.
According the police investigating the accident, the
Wilkerson car had stopped at
the intersection. A car driven by
Randall Thomas Melton of St.
Louis, Missouri, hit the
Wilkerson auto in the rear end,
police said.
Police said that Melton said
that he thought the Wilkerson
car was going to snake a right
onto Highway 641 and
eased on ahead arid struck the
Wilkerson vehicle.

The Wilkerson auto received
damage to the rear end while
the Melton car had damage to
the front end.
One accident occurred Friday
in Murray at 4:15 p.m. on the
parking lot of Parker's Market.
Officers said that a 17/1 four
door owned by John C. Martin of
Decatur,Illinois, was parked on
the north side of the building.
A 1962 four door driven by
Patrick Otis Henry of 712 Main
In Murray was backing out of a
parking space on the south side
of the lot and backed into the
Martin vechicle, officers said.
The Henry car was ant
damaged but the Martin do
received damage to the left rear
and quarter panel, policemen
said.
- -Two can received damage
Sunday-iten accident at the
intersection of Boone's Parking
Lot and South 13th Street.
Policemen were called to the
scene at 1:31 p.m.
According to the officer who
investigated the accident, a 1969
two door driven by Steven D.
Towery of Murray Route One
was going south on South 13th.
The police report said that a
1972 two door driven by Andrew
FRANKFORT, KY. - Gov(See Accidents, Page 16)
ernor Wendell H. Ford and
Transportation Secretary
Elijah *- Flogge ha —
nouncanLotwo improvepiM
projectaln Calloway County to
be accomplished during the
coming construction season.
Commissioner James E.
Over 3600 hot dogs and cold
Gray; head of the Bureau of
Highways, explained that the drinks were given away at the
projects as authorized provide annual picnic for employees
for initial blacktop surfacing for and their families of the Murray
15 miles of the Will Doores Division of the Tappan ComRoad beginning at KY 464 and pany held at the Murrayextending north and blacktop Calloway County Fairgrounds
resurfacing for 2.4 miles of the on Saturday.
The picnic opened with games
Sulphur Springs-Buffalo Road
beginning at KY 444 and ex- and refreshments at five p.m
Featured on the program
tending east to the Mt._42arate3or' were the Tommy Cash Show
Valentine Road.
from Nashville, Tenn., and the
Bu-Mac Boys from New Contord. Joe Hill was master of
ceremonies.
The drawing for prizes was
held from seven to 7:30 p.m.
with Harry Russell winning the
A gospel meeting is now in Tappan stove and James
progress at the Bell
City Newsome
the
Tappan
Church of Christ with Bro.. refrigerator. Nuirnerous other
Lexie B. Ray, minister of the prizes were ato3 included.
Kingston Church of Christ,
The picnic is sponsored by the
RingstemIIsthe speaker. RecteaUtdial Ctilltadttee of the
Services will hiLbeld at 7:45 •plant compoiled of Joe Hill, Rill
p.m. each evening through McCUiston, Jack Glover, Red
Sunday. July it William Har- Crowe!, Wyvan Haim& Don
dison will be the song director. Alley. and Jerry Hendon.

•_

Road Projects Are

Announced By State

trPicnic
Held Saturdiv

Lexie Rallpeatiet
Bell City Meet

•Inr.‘

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 156

AesauLaiscraCMPICE-The Mercy Ambulance Service began operation at midnight Saturday,
and now has three iteelealaarealk operation in Murray aad Calloway County. The firm now has six
full-time employes, hiehidiag K1K Marcum, the manager of the Murray division of the Paducahbased firm. The phase-umber ter ambulance service is 753-9332, and is the only number which
should be caned for awiedasee service.
(Staff Photo by David Huh

Thomas Scott Latimer, six
year old son of Mr. end Mrs.
Thomas E. t Tommy) Latimer
of Bowling Green, formerly of
Murray, died Sunday when he
fell off a bulldoser he was riding
at a subdivision development
about seven miles east of
Scottsville In the Maynard
community.
Officials, including Budl
Wheat, coroner of Allen County,
said the little boy was crushed
by the buildoser after the fall.
The machba wee being driven

Couriterattackiletins As Dean
Testimony To Senate Is Ended
WASHINGTON (AP) - The National Committee headquarcounterattack from official and ters
unofficial supporters of the
The committee is in recess
President has begun now that
this Fourth of July week. When
John W. Dean HI's long-await.
'lb public hearings resume July
ed Watergate testimony, with
10, former AO. Gen. John N.
allegations of presidential inMitchell will be on the stand.
volvement, is a matter of
William G. Hundley, one of
Mitchell's attorneys, said' last
Dean, fired as White Howie week the former attorney gencounsel, testified before the eral's testimony will not impliSenate Watergate committee cate the President in any as'fir five days last week. He pect of the Watergate scandal.
Attacks on Dean's testirniony
spoke of meetings at which he
said he told the President ev- came from two quarters Sunerythirig he knew about the Watergate affair.
Fred Buzhardt, White
And Dean admitted he'knew- kLuse counsel assigned to Waa great deal.
tergate, said in an interview
He said he had participated with The Washington Post that
in meetings at which political he thought Dean was sincere
espionage was discussed and but that his "imagination got
also tried to cover up adminis- away from him."
tration involvement in the June
Asked whether the President
17, 1972, break-in at Democratic would answer Dean's allegations, Buzhardt said, "I'm riot
sure we want to put the Presirticles
dent in a position to answer a
confessed felon."
Colson, who left
the White House staff early this
year to enter private law practice in Washington, said in a
A display of ceramic articles television interview that Dean's
is now in the Scott Drug window .allegations are unfounded and
downtown. They were made by Untrue"
deeerbed during'ihe
West View patients, under the
direction of the Murray- bearingtou a key figure in
Calloway
Senior campaign "dirty tricks," said
County
Citizens Organization.
Arts and crafts projects are
set up to be worked on ere. h
Wat_ineedey morning from 10.30
witii 1110 am. under the instruction of Murray-Calloway
The Murray ii-re'
Dapartmen
.
t
County Senior Citizens perwascalled to the Ridq Latimer
sonnel and voluateers.
Individuals
have residence at 2011 Soeith 15th
who
volunteered their time in the Friday afternoon.
An electrical short had appast are Ginger Gillian, Jana
Jones, Jan Baggett, Scott parently caused a fire in the air
Willis, Lochet Cathcart, Pat conditioner. The air conditioner
Harcourt, Marilyn Davenport, received damage and heavy
Martha Armstrong, Alma smoke was reported in the
Cooper, and Elizabeth James. house.
The building is owned by Bill
Additional volunteers are
welcome, and if intereatetlitell 1_ Davio.
7$3-0920.

Cera
A
Made By Patients
-Are-Olt-Ms
—
play

w.

he believes Dean lied when he
said he had told the President
all the facts about Watergate
on March 21.
•
Colson said he talked to the
President the evening of March
21, and Nixon told him he "was
not being told the truth, that he
was being given confusing information."
Although Dean said he disclosed Watergate facts to the
President on March 21, Dean
Thomas Scott Latimer
then went to the presidential
by
Joe
Brandon of Alm en
retreat at Camp David, Md., to
write a report on Watergate, employee of Mr. Latimer,at the
Colson- said on the CBS pro- development tract on the'
Barren River Reservoir, acgram "Face the Nation."
"I think it's one of the most cording to officials there. The
extraordinary documents I've little boy was pronounced dead
ever seen, because in it Mr. at the scene by the coroner
The fatally injured boy was
Dean continues to perpetuate
the lies. He continues to hold born November 19, 1966, in
back information from the Murray and was the son of
President," Colson said.
Colson, who has repeatedly
defended the President since
early June, said he has not had
contact with Nixon for several
weeks.
related development
Gary Hart, a leader of &Mot,
George McGovern's unsuccessCLEmnrrE. Calif.
ful presidential
campaign
(AP)- Attempting to reassure
against Nixon in 1972, said in both businessmen
and housean interview he doubts greater wives,
President Nixon promisstress on Watergate during the es a
"short as possible" price
campaign would have changed freeze
and foresees 'relief
the outcome. Nixon carried ev- against high food
prices.
ery state but Massachusetts
Although compleints of groand the District of Columbia.
cery buyers have been claiming
He said the current Iiimo- thk greatest Public attention,
cratic party strategy tojejartio many businessmen say the/.
the Watergate issue-ii we are barred from making Nedra
don't want to profit from a na- plans because of continuing untional tragedy. You can. trans- certainty over Phase 4 wagelate that as let the Republicans price controls_
stew in their own juice."
In a radio address broadcast
In other developments'
Sunday, Nixon said, -We have
-Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, been determined from the outD-Minn., said on NBC's "Meet set to keep the freeze as short
the Press" that he thought as possible' -- an indication he
Dean had made "a strong case may disclose his new economic
involving the President directly game plan before the 60-day
price freeze expires on Aug. 13.,
(See Watergate, Page 111)
Nixon said a temporaft;

Thomas E. Latimer and Judy
Wilson Latimer.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Latimer, and
one sister, Little Miss Gay
Latimer, Bowling Gfeen;
grandparents, Mrs. Ray Storks
of Alnio, James E. latirner of
Detroit, .Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Hugo Wilson of Louisville;
great grandparents, Mr. arid
Mrs. Lawrence of 1603
Belmonte Drive, Murray.,
Funeral services have been
scheduled for eleven a.m.
Tuesday at the chapel of the
- Max Churchill Funera Home
with Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Nashville,
Tenn., officiating.
Pallbearers will be Buddy
Spanny, Kenny Humphreys,
Tommy Carroll, and Richard
Knight.
Interment -will be in theMurray Memorial Gardens with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Revival Services
At Good Shepherd
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church is holding
revival services this week with
Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr., pastor
of the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church as the
speaker.
Services are being held each
evening at 7:46 p.m. The pastor,
Rev. Coy Garrett, and the
church invite the public to attend.

Nixon Promises A
Short Prim freeze

freeze on all except raw food
prices at the farm level was
necessary because it is "vital
that we have genuine consultations with a wide range of
interested parties before
launching Phase 4." He said
these consultations have begun..
As for supermarket prices,
Nixon said:
"The many measurer, we
have taken to increase the supply's( farm commodities - including the release of more
than 40 million additional acres
for farm production - will
eventually bring more farm
products to the market and will
provide relief against high food
prices."
Acknowledging
that
the
freeze has led to inequities,
Nixon said it also can create inflationary scarcity •
He said, "We have seen this,
example. in the fart that
iettliebruller producers have
Kad to kit! Off baby chicks because they could not afford to
pay the high feed prices and
still sell the broilerif at their
ceiling prices. ..
Revival services at the New
"For this reason, we have
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church will
been determined from the outstart tonight at 7:30 o'clock and
set to keep the freeze as short
continue throughout the week at
as possible "
the same hour each evening. o
Nixon said problems of scarcRev. Billy Turner, pastor of
ity forced him to embargo exthe 'Hickory Baptist Church,
ports of soybeans, "which are
will be the evangelist for the
especially critical to the solurevival services.
tion-of the feed grain shortage,
The pator, Rev. Billy
and therefore to bringing down
church
the price of meat and dairy
Gallimore, an
invite the public
products"
ng Congress armostAiIL:._
cad authority to control eit-- POST OFFICE TO CLOSE
ports of farm conwriodfflietti._
The Post Office will be ciened
Nixon saw such controls 1i all day Wednesday, July 4. • in
temporary.
observance of Independence
The soybean Controls- came
Day. No city or rural mail will.
is a particillar shock in Japan,
be delivered but mail will be put
Morgaa,
Gertbon
of
director
the
for
Institute
Child the principal U. S. oxport
Yt)UTII CONFERENCE PARLEY-Dr. H.
marinnoxes for the convenience of SdAy at the University st Maryland, chats with a group of participants in a two-day• Chidren and ket
for soybeans._
tiozholdere. Special delivery Youth Cordereace at Murray State University Thursday. Left to right, shown are: Dr. James Carlin,
mall will ,be dilivered and the an associate profeseer the department of elementary education at Murray State: Mrs. Melba Van
FARM BEREAU
etrirritt Machine in the Posh Here*, Murray; MiseKeliie Smith, chalaman of the department of elementary educatton mid conThe Board of Directors of'the
Office lobby will be available. ference coordinator; pr. Morgan; Mrs. Jackie Soh. Murray, and Jerry Mum,tivingsiefillisettm ttidtairsaitounty Farm Sweatt
The holiday dispatch of High School,Salem. Dr. Morgan delivered four lectures during the conference, the second held at the has cancelled ,its meeting
outgoing mail will be observed. university.
scheduled for Tuesday, July 3

Air Conditior4
Damagttly-Mire
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A Paper Jungle
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Debby Bor
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Mrs. Harol

Fear
of doom
discounted
By FRANK MACOMBER
Some eminent scientists
have predicted the world will
come to a grinding halt and
civilization will collapse by
the year 2100 or thereabouts
unless population, pollution
and consumption stop growing all over our planet.
Dr. James. C. Fletcher,
boss of the federal space
agency, doesn't buy this
doomsday view of earth less
than 130 years from now.
"The main thesis of the
scientists) propounded here is
that population, pollution and
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Robertson-Harp Engagement

Miss Debby Bondurant,
August 4th bride-elect of Mr.
Terry Stubblefield was honored
with a tea on Sunday, June24 at
the educational building at New
Providence Church of Christ.
Hostess for the occasion was
Mrs. Harold Cates.
Miss Linda Stubblefield
received the guests as they
arrived. Mrs. Odell Lamb
resided at the guest register.
The bride-elect wore a floor
len,gth dress of pink and was
presented with a corsage of
yellow ,roses from the hostess.
Mrs. Edward Bondurant,
mother of the brick-elect, and
Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield,
mother of the groom-elect, were
presented with corsages of
white carnations.
Cake and punch was served
by Mrs. Joe Pat James and
Mrs. Opel Clark. The table was
decorated with a silver candelabrum with white candles
and a beautiful arrangement of
yellow roses.

extended to Miss Lusanne
Craddock Lilly, July 7th brideelect of Or. Thomas Aaron
McKenzie III, was the breakfast
held at the Perkins Pancake
and Steak House on Tuesday,
June 26, at nine o'clock in the
morning.
The gracious hostesses for the
special occasion were Mrs.
James Brown, Mrs. Ray
Brownfield, and Mrs. Thomas
110111014, July 2
Hogancanip.
Chapter )( of the P.E.O.
Miss
Sisterhood will meet at the
Mrs. G.T.
,Wirt priMMilai home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey at
with hostesses'get wowset 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Olga
white daisies. The here Wes Freeman giving the program
presented with a silver broad on "Literature In Our Uses."
tray as a wedding gift from the
Cervical cancer
hostesses.
The table was centered wtth a (Pap Test) clinic will be at
beautiful arrangement of Calloway County Health
magnolia blossoms. Mrs. Department at six p.m. Call
Richard Walker gave the in- Monday between eight a.m. and
410 p.m. at 7534381 or 753-3445
vocation.
Covers were MI61411 *Wei to make the necessary appointment.
persons including
elect, her mother, end the
hostesses.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
mission organizations, Baptist
Women, Brotherhood, Royal
Ambassadors, Girls Auxiliary,
and Miajtion Friends, will meet
al
p.m.
ifho Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North 12th
Street, at seven p.m. Anyone
interested is invited to attend.
Persons do not need a partner.
Thursday, July 5
An appreciation dinner will be
held for Rev. and Mrs. Edd
Glover by the members of the
tiorth Pleanant Grove Cumberland PradrIerian Church at
the &baby haia at 6:30 p.m.
The Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Churches will
have a family picnic at the City
Park.

FAMILY SUPPER
Minestrone
Spaghetti with Sow' Cream
and Tomato Sauce
Beverage
Fruit Salad
SPAGHETTI WITH SOUR
CREAM AND TOMATO
SAUCE
Ti way to use a convamoose'food.
1 paekage (19 1/2 ounces) spaghetti dinner with meat
sauce
1/3 cup sliced pimiento-stuffed
green olives
1/1- cup commercial sour
cream
1/4 cup thinly sliced scallion
(green onion green top included
2 tablespoons milk
1/2 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
Cook spaghetti according to
package directions. Meanwhile
mix meat sauce from the package with olives and heat thoroughly Drain spaghetti, return
to pot and add sour cream,scallion, milk, salt and pepper;
over lois heat mix together
Serve at once with the meat
sauce and the canned grated
cheese from the package
Makes 4 servings

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Baptist Women of Kirksey
will meet at the Masonic Hall at Church will meet
at the church
seven p.m.
•
at seven p.m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
WMCF of Assembly of God
at the Health CaAneaLINVen Church is
scheduled to nlielth2
p.m.
seven p.m.
Wednesday, July t
The First Baptist Church will
have a church-wide picnic at
Jonathan
Creek
Baptist
Assembly with games at two
p.m., supper at six p.m., and
midweek service by the Lake at
7:30 p.m.
A stniMiirealer ierty and
Pritchett family reunion- will personal-shower was held on
have a fish fry at the home of Tuesday, June 26, for Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Pritchett Linda Stubblefield, August 16th
on at noon. Each one is to bring bride-elect of Mark Pugh.
a covered dish.
‘--Miss Joan Edmonson and
were
Meetings of the Baptist Mrs. Patricia Hosford
bedtimes for the surprise party.
Women and Baptist Young
The honoree opened her perWomen of the Cherry Corner
sonal gifts and refreshments of
Church are scheduled at 7:30
Coke and cookies were served.
p.m.
Present for the occasion were
Mrs.
Debbie Farley, Mrs. Lana
Baptist Women and Baptist
Wallace, Miss Ginity Locke,
Young women of the Flint
Miss Barbara Brittian, the
Church are scheduled to meet at
hostesses. Miss Edmonson and
seven p.m.
Mrs. Hosford, and the honoree.

Linda Stubblefield
•
Honored Recently,
Personal-Shower
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The fragrance of a single
magnolia in a copper bowl was
a lovely reminder of the
traditional bride's party given
in honor of Miss Rosemary
Scott, bride-elect of David Ryan
Graham, on Friday June V,
from 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at
the
Murray
Woman's
Clubhouse.

Unwilling to tie knot

MRS. RICKI DRUE MCMAHAN was before her recent
marriage, Miss Deborah Jean Crotzer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy F. Crotzer of 9703 Willow Wood Way,Jeffersontown, Ky.,and
granddaughter of Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen and the late Mr.
Burkeen of Alm. Her husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
McMahan of Hike's Point, Ky. The vows were read at the Jeffersontown United Methodist Church with Rev. Webster officiating and Miss Sheila Joslin and Carl Penrod as attendants.
They are now residing at Hike's Point where the groom is employed.

for

Rosemary Scott Is
Honored-At Party
At Club House

.t.';.
- _-

Earrings

By Abigail VOn Buren
DEAR ABBY: A high school girl wrote that she was
pregnant and she and her boy friend wanted to be married
by a clergyman in a church, but neither oes. it them
belonged to a church and they were having
big a clergyman to marry them.
You replied, "I am sure I can raid a clergyman wile
will perform the ceremony."
Abby, the old "accommodating" view is diminishing. V
a church wedding is desired, one or both parties must be
active members In the church. People who refuse to support or help maintain a church should not expect to use it
for a "show." A Christian wedding ceremony is sin-act of
. _
worship which is based on faith.
The attitude of more and more people is to call on the
clergy and use the church facilities for "hatch, match, sod
dispatch" (baptism, marriage, and funerals]—but the clergy and lay leaderships of our churches are not going to
play games with nonmembers, nonbelievers and inactive
members. After all, there are other places where people
can marry, and other persons who are qualified under the
law to perform marriage ceremonies.
WILLIAM W. J. ENNIS, Pastor
liraHr's Lutheran Church
Bethlehem, Penn.
DEAR ABBY: A high school senior is pregnant, and
can't dad a minister to marry her, the she is very much in
love with the baby's father and would like a church wedding.
The Church of Jesus Christ 01 Latter-day Saints [Mormons] takes a very strong stand against premarital sex,
but wain to reessiatier the words of the Saviour, He that
Is without lb iim---oug -yin, tat him first cast a stone" and,
"Neitinr do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more"
We believe that the proper thing to do under the above
circumstances is to get married so that child can have a
name, and I am sure ani L.D.S. Bishop would be very
happy to perform the ceremony and give them a lovely
Wedding and his Wash..
LEONARD R.'TOLMAN,
Barstow, Cal.
DEAR ABBY: I feel that I must write to defend those
_three ministers who refused to marry that pregnant high
salmi girl.
After nearly 40 years as a minister's wife I know something about people who don't want to contribute anything to
a church, but they expect the minister and church to help
them out when they need something
Of course, the church does !sot belong to the minister;
neither does it belong to throe two immature individuals
to use for their own selfish reasone.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR ABBY . My heart ached for those youngsters
who wanted to be married by a minister but couldn't find
one who would marry them because they didn't belong to
his chart:in
With se many of our young people turning away from
religion, you would think a minister would jump at the.
chance to bring them into the fold.
If they can't find a minhiter to marry them, they
should consider a judge At least it woukl be legal. Also, a
mea captain has the authority to legalize a union Have they
considered that?
LOVES CHILDREN
DEAR LOVES: After having been tad to goOntnit in
the lake by so•many ministers, they might indeed find a
sea captain the Ideal one to tie the knot.

Down the

arden Path
Iis.W. P. WiLLIAMS

The announcement ot die now
roses of the year chosen by the
All-America Rose /Moiety is
always an interesting event. For
the particular ones chosen are
the best. They are selected for
their sturdiness, their disease
resistance, their fragrance and
their foliage. The experts check
dozens of points, such as
straight
a flower that
holds its csi
the dap Of
its blossom.
A hybrid tea must be true to
the habits of the hybrid tea and
the floribunda must follow the
growth and flowering habits of
its class.
The three new ones chosen
this year are all shades of pink
and two of them are
Floribtridas, Perfume Delight is
the Hybrid Tea and seems to
have been grown with the idea of
improving the fragrance. They
tell us that one blossom will fill a
room with its perfume. It is
interesting to note that during
the last few years there has been
a great deal of hybridizing with
fragrance in mind.
Bon-Bon and Bhaia are the
he, Floribundas chosen. Bahia
is really more of an orange tone
but Bonlion is a deep rose with
petals much lighter on the
reverse side. one can tie sure or
getting the best when the AARS
selections are planted in the
garden. It.-11 like the Sterling
• mark .on silver.
T. bmie nod rettimed tLorn
visit to Memphis and found.'sill
some
everywhere,
do
interesting pia/1414;s At some of

we old homes, there is fine old
English Boxwood.I have no idea
of the age of it but it was
beautiful. What a treasure to
phsess. However this type
would not do in a came, small
garden. It belongs in a big yard
with winding walks astately
columns.
Other flowers L noticed were
the lilies. All colors, long beds of
them, all so lovely and fresh.
even saw some in front of a
public building and they gave
such a delightful welcome to
passers-by.
I envied Memphians their
ability to leave the gardenias
out all winter. The width of the
state gives them just enough
difference in climate that many
things are safe there that are
taboo for us. Things like fig
trees and other semi-tropical
plants. I have a miniature
gardenia, but it is planted in the
Boor of my little greenhouse.
otherwise, I could not have it. It
Is putting on its second show of
blossoms and is the most prolific
Werner I ever saw. Last week I
counted over-iieventy biomass* one time,'-eloch one se-diiit
and dainty.

Miss Scott wore a long beige
cotton dress bordered in fushia
geometric designs and was
presented a corsage of daisies
by the hostesses.

(Love Studio Photo)

Flanking the math table were
two smaller round tables. One
Mrs. Charles S. Robertson, Sr., 104 North 17th Street, Murray, held a huge copper bowl of
annminces the engagement and approaching marriage of her chilled section of various kinds
daughter, May Beth,to Leon Nathaniel Harp, Jr., son of Rev. and of summer fruits. The other had
Mrs. Lean Nathaniel Harp,Sr., of Hamlin. Miss Robertson is also iced cokes in a copper urn and
the daughter of the late Charles S. Robertson,Sr.
various kinds of cheese wain.
The bride was presented with
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late J. Robertson,
a place setting of her chosen
the late Mrs. Xera Stewart Robertson, and the late Mr. and silver by the hostesses wbo
Mrs. David Harrison Jones. Mr. Harp is the grandson of Rev. and
were Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
Mrs. Earl Lee Harp of Alton, Ill., and Mrs. Cloys Prince of Mrs. James C. Hart, Mrs,
Murray Route Five.
Harlan Hodges, Mrs. Robert 0.
. Miss Robertson Ala gramme of Murray University Schuotata177 Miller, Mrs. Louis C. Ryan,
attended Murray State University. She is presently employed at Mrs. Galen Thurman, and Mrs.
West View Nursing Home.
Jahn C. Querterrnous.
The groom-elect, a graduate-of Lisie,Community High School,
Lisle, Ill., studied while a senior there under a preparatory
scholarship for piano at North Central College, Napierville, 111. He
When hard-cooked eggs are
continued his studiesdn piano and composition in the extension
cooked too long or at too high a
division of the Juilliard School of Music in New York City under
temperature, they may have a
the leadership of Dr. Norman Reid, and resident 'composer,
dark ring of color between the
Professor Wolfe.
yolk and the white.

Miss Mary Beth Robertson

After a two years tour of duty in the United States Navy, Mr.
Harp entered Murray State University and is currently studying
piano under the leadership of Thomas Baker. He is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia professional music fraternity for men, and
is presently employed by the Lincoln Income Life lsurance
Company.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 21, at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the Memorial Baptist Church. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
ay

Barbara Jewell

I.
GULL
Stephanie Renee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Gamble of Benton Route Three
for their baby girl, weighing six
pounds 6102 ounces, born on
Monday,June 25,at 1:15 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed as a
brick mason. They have tsiro
other children, Melanie and
Timmy.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clanon Gamble of Banton
Route Three and Mr and,Jars.
Reed Jones of Benton.

NANNEY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas
Nanney of Dexter Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Tammy Dressia, weighing six
1
2 ounces, born on
pounds 6/
Monday,June 25, at 5:45 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at

These MC days we .igally
appreciate the shade tree. Just
trnagine what life would be like
without them. It even makes you
hei cooler to look oftiel-thr
ittndo'w at Firirveolkinshtrievi
trees of varkam kinds- tf !mu
i'Zjrltp$ttttat mattes *--.,
your-yard look hot, plant a tree„
and enjoy it.
r

•

• ''

The bride-elect's table was
striking. Large copper bowls
filled with Massive day lilies
ranging in color from rich
bright yellows to brunt-oranges
and heavy copper, wooden, and
brass candle holders placed on
colorful imported table covers
complimented the decor of the
clubhouse and set a bright mood
for a delightful party. Coffee,
Ham and biscuits, pound cake,
and finger sandwiches were
served from a pewter urn and
platters.

E LARGEST
FLOWER FAMILY?
--711ere Is a 164 question—which
'lathe largest flower family of
them WIZ You.. weeki be_a Winner if you replied; "Sunflower
Family." Or, if you wish to get
technical -stout it — the proper
name, is _Compositae. Rut, let's
Forget the tongue-twisters .and
find out a little more about the
largest 'family of them all.
There are more than l4,000
species of sunflowers found over
the world. The range of plants
HOLT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Holt of '`included is quite varied. It inBenton Routs Four announce chides ragweeds anck dandelions
the spectrum and
the birth of a baby girl, Angela at QUe end of
chrysanthemums on
Faye, weighing six pounds four the opplst.fe side of this great
ounces, born on Wednesday, family of flqwers.
June 27, at 7:20 p.m. at the
We can't offer 14,000 species in
ur sh09. but. on can be as"
Murray-Calloway County
mr.d ths WO hsvethe finest•seHospital.
lection of flowers a ilabie. We
They have anothez daughter, will he happy to su y your
your
Kimberly Kaye, age two. The flower nerds, We deliver
fatherii self employed.
Grandparents are Ntr. and
Mrs. Homer Holt and Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Brock, all of
Benton Route Four. Great
grandparents are Grady Holt of
Benton Route Five and Mrs.
Della Brock of Missouri.

12th at Poplar St.
753-6100

SfORTSWE
Swim Suits

v Slacks

Shorts

v Tennis Dresses

i/ Matching Tops

v Pant

/6
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Murray Swim Teim Finishes Last In Hopkinsville Meet

PAGE F

A. J. Foyt Gets Break._
To Take Schaefer 500

I .
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Burke, Martha Lyle Pitman,
team
Susan Stripling and Kay Furches, fifth, with a new
Adams. Time 1:18.9. Finished record of 4:41.8.
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(200 yards with each swimfor a speed of
ve- mer going 50 yards using one of record of 3:18.3.
opponents
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Boys 14 and under: Don
laiin meet Friday at the the four required strokes)
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AP Auto Racing Writer
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Kevin Henry, fourflp, with a new team
Hopkins
under:
years.
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14
lean
Boys
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in
race
MOUNT POC'ONO, Pa. AP)
Ruby of Wichita
son tried to pass inside me, but
The Murrayans finished last Ray, John Hart, Mark Peebles record of 3:01.9.
By PAUL TREUTHARDT
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Mos- A.J. Foyt, g sports immortal
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Writer
who
Press
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s
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Pain Johnson, Debbie
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s
racing'
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s singles, --Court, the top seed, faces wonder boy Bjorn
women'
today's
In
LA',
"
,
-Sutton
STRIKEOUTS
of sixth seed.
all eight seeds are through to eighth-seeded Olga Morozova
1 12i_Seaver, NY, 110.

'Peterson Wins The
Trench Grand--Pini

The Murray stelanning team,
made up of younptars whose
wants are members of one or
------ilarether,of the bria-country
"
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American League

Yankees Win.Pair
eaver Blastslimpife

Snead And
Casper On
Ryder Clip
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Sala Starts Monday,

Events Planned
At Oaks Club--

1 Motor League
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
tssociated Press Sports Writer
The Atlanta Braves apparenty have learned that even their
sobbly bullpen can't blow a
ead in the top of the 10th in"Thank the Lord we didn't
lave to go back out there and
ace them another inning," a
ITO Manager Eddie Mathews
- gawped Sunday after the Braves
• rallied in the eighth insing...and again in the
nth. to nip the San Francisco
3hints 11-7 and split a double'The Braves blew a 6-5 lead in
the opener when the Giants tattooed four Atlanta pitchers for
nine runs on six hits and three
walks and a 14-6 victory.
"Our relief pitching has become a joke," sobbed Mathews.
"That *3COM genie was an in-

By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The old
thrill and smile of winning a
tournament returned to Billy
Casper, who did a little dance
Sunday on the 72nd hole after
dropping a six-foot par putt to
clinch the Western Open title.
It was Casper's first tournament victory since taking the
Kaiser International in 1971 as
he stepped back into the limelight that he once held in winning 48 championships and
earning nearly $1.4 million.
Buffalo Bill joined early century Willie Anderson as the
only players to win the Western
Open four times. He captured it
previously in 1965, 1986, and
1969.
"I call it the Casper stomp,"
he said in describing his footon the last hole that
--insight laughs from some fl,fans.
- The last two holes were critical for him. On the 71st he
saved par with a 12-foot putt
after coming out of a bunker.
On the 72nd, his approach
was short and he pitched six
feet away. He needed the putt
for a par, a finishing 69, and a
10-under-par 272 over the
trampled Midlothian course.
He got it, avoiding a suddendeath playoff with Larry Hinson and Hale Irwin, who tied
for Second at 273. Casper's victory was worth
$35,000 while Hinson and Irwin
each pocketed $16,187.
Sharing fourth rice money
of $7,233 at 274 %ere Bruce
Crampton, the third-round leader who tailed off to a 73; Hubert Green with a blazing 65
and J.C. Snead with 66. Art
Wall and Arnold Palmer were
next at 276 and John Mahaffey
followed with 277.
Seldom have losers been so
happy.

dant replay of the first one. It
was the same guys pitching to
the same guys and they just
can't get anybOdy out."
This time, it turned out okay
when Frank Tepedino singled
home the tying run in the bottom of the ninth and scored the
winner on a bases-loaded sacrifice fly by Jackson, who also
had a run-acoring single in the
sixth.
Elsewhere in the
League, the Cincinnati Reds
swept a twin bill from the Los
Angeles Dodgers 4-3 and 3-2 in
10 innings, the Houston Astros
shaded the San Diego Padres
64, the Chicago Cubs dropped
their opener to the New York
Mets 6-5 lind took the nightcap
by the same ore, the Philadelphia Phillies edged -the St.
Louis Cardinak 1-0 sit-

Pittsburgh Pirates took two
from the Montreal Expos 6-2
and 8-4.
Tony Perez drilled a long
single with two out in the 10th
Inning to give the Reds their
sweep over Los Angeles after
Hal King slammed a pinch
three-run homer off the right
field foul pole with two out in
the bottom of the ninth to win
the opener.
Bob Watson's two-run homer
and pitcher Don Wilson's tworun-double led the Astros over
the Padres. Fred Kendall drove
in three San Diego runs with a
double and a homer.
Randy Hundley's three-run
homer off Tug McGraw with
two out in the bottom of the
ninth of the second game lifted
the Cube to a split with the
Meta. McGraw had saved the
for Jerry Koosman
left fielder George Theobacked against the wall to
grab Jim Hickman's 1111db-inning drive with two aboard.

Philadelphia rookie Dick
Ruthven hurled a two-hitter for
his first major league shutout
and the Phillies edged Bob Gibson of St. Louis on Greg Lusinski's run-scoring single in
the eighth inning.
Jim Booker and Dave Giusti
combined for a six-hitter, Al
Oliver hornered and Farina&
Gonzales whacked a two-rtai
triple in the Pirates' secondgame victory over the Expos.
Luke Walker and Bob Johnson
spaced six hits in the opener
while Oliver delivered three
singles and a rim-scoring VOL
Ken Singleton homered in each
game for the Expos.
In the American League,
New Vork won a doubleheader
from Cleveland 5-2 and 11-3,
Detroit swept Baltimore 5-3 and
14, Milwaukee beat Boston 64
but dropped the nightcap 4-2,
sjpair from Chi3-0, Texas
trimmed Kenos City 84 and
nipped California 2-

"I didn't win my fifth tournament of the season, but I
achieved my .rnost important.
milestone," said Crampton. 'T
got into the million dollar
bracket."
The Australian boosted his
career earnings to $1,003,103 to
By NOEL HUGHES . . he loot his crown to Foreman
join Jack Nicklaus, Palmer, Aanselated Press Sports Writer last January in Jamaica.
Casper and Lee Trevino as- LONDON (AP) — The talking
Frazier, however, didn't apgolf's millionaires.
over now, and Joe Frazier pear more mobile in his train
Here are the final scores and and Joe Bugner are set to fight ing. He waded in, threw vicious
money winnings:
tonight, under the -burning hooks to the head and body,
Billy Casper
floodlights at London's Earl's virtually ignoring what was
$35,000
67-69-67-69--272 Court Arena.
thrown back at him. That style
Hale Irwin
Frazier, the former world took him to 29 consecutive vic67-66-71-69--273
$16,187
champion, and Bugner, Eu- tories, before he was thrashed
Larry Hinson
ropean heavyweight titicholder, by Foreman.
$16,187
68-70-68-67-273
Frazier's weight has been the
both have said they can't lose.
Bruce Crampton
In fact, both are looking ahead subject of considerable specula66-69-66-73--274
$7,233
.toward a ptipdble meeting with tion. He scaled 206% pounds
J.C. Snead
chainpian Gelikge Fore- when he beat Muhammad All
17,233
67-72-69-66-274 Wat40
which
Thewinner could in 1971. But against Foreman
man,
Hubert Green
he was 842 pounds heavier.
receive.
$7,233
At 6-feet-4, Hungarian-born
Arnold Palmer
So how will the fight go?.
Bugner will have over four
$5,381
might not be a good fight Inches in height advantage, a
Art Wall
to watch, because the styles of much longer reach, and at 23,
$5,381
72-70-67-67-276 the two fighers are vastly dif- Is six years Frazier's junior.
John Mahaffey
ferent.
Bugner's gradual buildup in
$4,725
68-71-68-70-277
Frazier has said he aimed to 49 fights with five losses has
Bruce Devlin
be "more mobile" than when fashioned him into an effective
$4,025
68-69-74-67-278
George Archer
$4.025
59-72-70-67-278
Bob Murphy
$4,025
r

Cott League
Leaders
1. Dale McCiiiston (Giants) .431
2. Tony l3oonsi(Giants)
.350
Roger McCuiston(Pirates) 333
3. Andy Littleton (Giants) .333
.318
5. Phil Miller Braving/.
.294
6. Larry Geib(Pirelli)
6. Duane Musgrow-"--s=r---(Pirates)
8. Johnny Shelly I Pirates).277
8. Steve Winchester
.277
(Braves)
1.0. David Carman( Pirates).261

MitPreigjli.-anch
E,DERAL SAVINGS & LOA
7th and Main.
..q,

Phone-- - 4t
753-7921 ftstrie

Benton took a victory from
Wallace's Sunday afternoon 9-6.
Benton scored two runs early
In the game and clinched the
win in the fifth inning by scoring
five big runs.
Colson was the big hitter for
Wallace's while Cothran
carried the bit stick for the
winners.
In the second game,
Wallace's came back to grasp a
win from Moose 13-7.
Moose had the lead 3-2 at the
bottom of the first inning but
Wallace's had a big seventh
inning and scored five runs to
win.
Bogden and Hendon each
had three hits for Wallace's.
Curd hit safely two times for the
losers. Hodgesslammed a home
run in the seventh for Mow.
The third and final game of
the day saw Benton adding
another game to their slate of
victories by defeating Marshall
County 4-1. The game remained
tied 1-1 until the seventh inning
when Benton scored three runs
to take the will.
R Cothran, Ford, md
Cothran each hod two WO*
Benton while Nativond hit
for three for dit

OM

fighter, if not a -spictacular
one. He should be able to use
Pus height and reach, and jab
down as Frazier rushes in.
If Bugner fails against Frazier, it will not necessarily be
the end of the road for him.
For Frazier there is a lot at
stake. It is his first chance to
prove the Foreman fight was a
mistake. If he loses, his credibility will suffer greatly. So
Pater will be fighting for boxing survival and that will make
awn doubly dangerous.

Tony Thurmontralitittiltly
two hits and fanned 13 batters
Friday night in pitching the
Braves to a 5-2 Colt League win
over the Pirates.
Thurmond, using his fine
curve ball and a good fastball,
gave up singles to David Carman and Ken Grogan as the
Pirates found the serving of the
ace hurler a bit hard to hit.
Dan Foster belted a triple and
had a single while Donnie
Williams doubled and singled
and Phil Miller singled twice to
lead the Braves.
Other hits for the Braves
included a double by Jim
Thomason, and singles by Mark
Williams, Steve Winchester and
Bobby Knight.
The other league game found
Dale McCuiston fanning five
and scattering five singles as
the Giants whipped the Tigers
/3-6.
Andy Littleton smacked three
singles to lead the Giants' 10 hit
-attack.
• _ _
- Tony Boone doubled and
tripled while McCuiston singled
_• doubled. Other bits in—
cluded a double by Mai Starts
and a single by Fee Dibble..
For the losing Tigers, Lindy
Sutter, Bo McDougal, Andre
Perry, Randy Herndon and
Thruny Garland all had singles.
Thomas Kendall starred in
the Little League Friday night
as he fanned 11 men and gave
op only five hits in leading the
to a 14-2 win over the
Cubs.
Alan Gibbs. had two singles
and a double while Mike Pitman
had three singles_ to lead the
Twins.
Thomas Kendall helped his
own cause with a double and a
homer while Kelly White
singled twice. Kim Kendall and
Scott Orr each singled.
Timmy Graham doubled
twice for the Cubs while Rob
,Whitiner doubled and Perry
Parkins and Kenneth McCulston each singled.
•

The other league contest
found the Astros unloaded 17
hits for a 174 win over the A's.
Mark Smith singled twice and
doubled while Scott Hill
smacked three singled to pace
the winners. Bill Wilson doubled
and homered while Don Rogers,
Craig Redden and Rick Smith

Paris Edges
Legion In
Tough Game
In a highly contested game
Friday night, the Murray
American Legion last a nine
inning game at Paris, Tennessee, 8-5.
The loss drops Murray to 5-13
for the season. Tonight, the
locals will play host to Union
City M a 7:30 p.nkeingle game
at Holland Stadium
Friday's game with Part sow
flaring and Mang
the game under-SO&
protest.
Murray scoredthree ts
the first thzth
as Cad*,
Howard and Scarborough all
had hits.
In the second inning, Paris
touched Murray starter Dan
Thompson for two hits and three
runs and tied the game.
Paris put together three hits
hi the third inning for a pair of
runs and a 54 lend. The hosts
added another rid in the fourth
inning to double the score.
Murray took advantage of
three Waribt- a single by
Keith Pyle to add the final runs
In the eighth inning. The winners scored two in the eighth to
account for the Bilalpargin of
three runs.
—
Rick Scarborough had three
hits to lead Murray while Greg
Howard added a pair Pyle,
Cathey and Rains also hit
safely.

all singled twice. Darrell
Turner and Randy Mayfield
each singled for the Astros.
David Stripllng had three.
singles for the A's while Bill
Glisson singled and doubled and
Ricky Garland homered and
singled.
Other hits for the A's Included
a homer by Mike Howard, a
double by Trent Jones and
singles by Joey Rose and Marty
McCuiaton,
The 6 p.m. Little League
game tonight will find the
Astros playing the Cubs while
the Reds and Nats meet in the,'
last game.
Pony League action Saturday night found the Orioles
shelling the Astros 10-3 while
the Indians managed to get,by
the Mets 14-10.
Tirn Lane, Paul Robertson
and Terry Vance all combined
an the mound in the Orioles'
Ifictory.
Paul Robertson tripled and
jingled while Kevin Shahan
singled twice to pace the winners.
-Other hits for the Orioles
luded a triple by Jim
reloubles by Jeff Oakley
Ind
y and singles
by Randy Orr and Ken Perkins.
Raymond Sims had two
singles for the Astros while
Craig Klein, Donnie Winchester
and Shey Sykes added a single
apiece.
Jay Hill and Jerry Jones each
doubled and singled as the
Indians used the pitching of
Mike Murphy and Lindsey
Hudspeth to whip the Meta.
Murphy doubled while Nick
Johnson, Bob Thurman and
Hudspeth all singled for the
winners.
Darrell Foster singled and
doubled to lead the Met, while
J.J. Chavis had two singles.
Other hits for the Meta included
singles by Ricky Melton, Linus
Kodman and Mike Stephenson.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Secre- riedie track mark.
tariat was home awaiting his I. The $75,000 first money boostnext performance today as his ed Secretariat's earnings to
owner took care of his fan $070,242 and he would become a
mail, which has reached 200 millionaire if he won the $50,000
letters a day, and his agent Whitney in which he would face
worked on a line of merchan- older horses.
dise bearinjg Iiiiinaxne and likeness.
William Morris Agency, Inc.,
which handles many show business personalities, has been obtained to merchandise the
Triple Crown winner who won
the $125,000 Arlington invitational Saturday at Chicago's Arlington Park.
This was done, Helen
Tweedy, operator of Meadow - ATLANTA (AP) — Mary
two-putted from 22 feet
Stable, said "because we wank
as on the.fintil_01014g1d. a/. _ to have some.control
quality" of the merchandlli. and was prepared for a madden
"We want it to be done in good -death playoff which never
Came.
"I really thought I needed it
As for the mail Mrs. Tweedy
said, "He gets as many as 200 to tie Sharon Miller," the Gulfletters a day and we've mailed port, Miss., golfer said after
1,000 free pictures of him so claiming the $30,000 Lady Tara
Open with a three-under-par 70
far."
The affect that Secretariat fie a 54-hole total of 217, two
has had on the public was under par.
She had watched as Miss Milclearly evident Saturday as a
csowd of 41,223, largest at Ar- ler sank a 10-foot putt, but
lington Park in at least 20 wasn't aware it was for a bo-years, cheered his every move. gey which dropped her into a
It began with restrained ap- four-way tie for second place
with Veterans Sandra Haynie
plause as Secretariat
and Judy Rankin and popular
from the barn to the
and reached a roar as he raced newcomer Laura Baugh, the
through the stretch for a nine- teen-age blonde beauty who hail'
length victOry over My Gallant. led after each of the first two
with Our Native Third and Blue rounds.
Ronnie Bryant, - only leftChip Dan last.
Secretariat failed to set a hander on the tour, shared the
track record but without being lead after 15 holes but went bopushed he ran the 14 miles in gey. bogey CM the- final two
1:47, only one-fifth of a second holes kW was 'atone in sixth
place with a 74 for 219
OMMITTED
The victory was worth $4,500
Donnie Winchester of the for Miss Mills while the runAstres *air onninttettrom
nersorp everted V8:480- Miss millist of Pony League leader" ler closed with a 72, Mrs RankThursday. Winchester has a in and Miss Haynie had 71s and
batting average of .3$4.
Miss Baugh 75.'
•
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s Announces Final Lakeshore Plans

PAcdr: Ste

a lakeshore management
policy. The basic objectives of
the policy will apply to all lakes
In the Nashville District, but,
due to the differing physical
characteristics and existing
development of the lakes, the
specific plans will vary as
situations vary from one lake to
another. For example, where
the margin of public land is
very narrow, landowners who
wish to clear tualerbrush and
.floating debris on adjacent
public land will generally be
given a permit to do so,
provided it is done at their
expense and that the public land
is clearly identified. At
paticularly scenic areas or
where the width of public land is
greater, no clearing will be

In conjunction with a national
policy review by the Office of
the Chief of Engineers in
Washington, the Nashville
could Roy Clark be
District of the U. S. Army Corps
By SYLVIA RECTOR' 7.
of Engineers has formulated a
ed "rustic."
Associated Press Writer.
man.
The following is a review of a Lakeshore management plan
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)- He's an astute business
he's new book, "The Taking of regulating the shoreline
Roy - Clark grins when he says And he quits kidding when
Pelham 1 2 3" by John Godey development of the District
his fans often tell him he looks- talking about his work.
a
over
reading
c1973, Putnam, $6.95, by lakes, Colonel William F.
started
"We
or
brother
or
son
just like their
movie script more than a year Margaret Trevathan, librarian Brandes, District Engineer, has
second cousin.
d.
But it's taken Clark more ago," he remarked, "sort of a at the Calloway County Public announce
"The primary objective of the
he
the
Then,
"
check
may
Persons
comedy.
Litrary.
a
western
and
eyes
blue
than electric
plan at the District lakes is to
sideburn-bending smile to reach said, the money was a problem. book out at the library.
the general public full
ensure
"Of
said.
he
it,"
the plateau of stardom he now "Now we have
Mrs. Trevathan's review is as recreation benefits on public
$1
course you're talking about
enjoys.
lands and waters for now and
g follows:
"I decided to make a serious million just to start somethin
At 2:00 p.m. on an otherwise for generations to come,"
effort in a career 13 years like that."
peaceful week day in New York
Brandes stated.
His schedule is already near- Qty,four armed men capture a Colonel
ago," he remembered. "My
"Some time ago it became
man
a
for
ng
demandi
too
ly
an
in
wife and I were living
subway train. They detach the apparent to us that more
apartment and all we had was who, a year ago, suffered a last nine cars and hold IS definite regulations pertaining
furniture." Clark, now 10, said heart ailment which doctora passengers in the first car for a to private moorage facilities as
he threw the furniture in stet- said he should take as a warn- million dollars ransom.
well as alteration of the
age and hit the road with his ing.
e and removal of
shorelin
transit
the
and
police
The
down
•'They told me to slow
wife.
vegetation must be
natural
and
ed
police are frustrat
"Elul I didn't start out in mu- and lose some weight" His huconserve the natural
to
applied
furious and unwilling to cause
sic with the intention of making morous cringe at the thought of
'resources of the lakes," Colonel
rs.
the
16
of
passenge
the
deaths
hasn't
It my career," he said of his those orders said he
Brandes said. "Problems
early days. And his tobacco- been the best patient they ever
Will the city pay the million concerning ecology, aesthetics,
farming father wasn't thinking had.
dollars? Why do the hijackers pollution, and conservation
"But I just keep getting of- lose their cool and start have reached serious proporabout his son's career when he
taught him to play as a young- fers that are too good to turn shooting the passengers? What tions on some lakes," he added.
down," he protested. He re- made the hijackers do it, and -"Large sections of the shoreline
ster back in Meherrin, Va.
By the time he was in his turned June 4 from one of them how was the crime planned? have been cleared of natural
teens, however, he'd already - an engagement at Las This tale keeps the reader vegetation and are lined with
made his television debut on a Yews' Frontier Hotel that continually guessing.
private boat docks. This has
show called the "Hayloft Con- ladoe all house records.
littered the antural beauty of
this
that
It's a pretty safe bet
"I do a lot of improvisation particular caper can't be done the shoreline and implied exservatory-AU-Musical b
pretation." The title belied the on the show, though," he said, In real life. Since the criminals' clusive use of the lake shores by
show's parody of uptown so- referring to "flee Haw." "I can plan hinges on, their all Tiding a limited number of people,"
Mon
d.
phistication. But a show with a stplaying, and the
the same subway train, but COTotiel Brandes continue
blatantly unsophisticated title, drains away. The pressure's boarding it at different stations, "Ownership of land adjoining
not convey
"Hee Haw,," is part of where it
It seems highly unlikely that Corps projects does
Clark has somehow managed the plan would work. Who ever „medal rights or privileges to
led.
Clark, sitting in the Nashville to maintain his balance on that expected a subway train to lise the je,mir ProPert'•"
com, a
Contequently,
.studio where the show takes tightrope between a musical arrive at an exact time at a
conwas
study
ive
prehens
form, seemed just as urmre- and a television career.
given place? All of which does'
•"Hee Haw' hasn't changed not interfere with the shocking ducted during the past year and
tentious as viewers in 208 marto determine the needsfor
kets think he is. In fact, the what I do," he observed.
impact of the book or the a half
Maybe that explains bow he's toughness of passengers, police
most pretentious thing about
Clark that day on the set was a managed to keep his audience, and subway crowds.
PROCLAMATION
brand new pair at bibbed aser• his top spot on the charts and
WHEREAS, as more and:
is a stormy and
This
tbe
his identity as Roy Clark,
alls.
book of suspense. more Americans in all partaAL
But not by any stretch of his man.
our Nation turn to boating ata
leisure time activity, we need to
give increasing attention to the
safety requiremtrits of those
who- take part in this healthy,
outdoor sport and
WHEREAS, the President of
the United States, has
designated the week beginning
SLACKS
July 1, 1973, as National Safe
TROUSERS
Boating Week, and
WHEREAS, those who use
,
(2-Piece)
Plain SKIRTS
our waterways need to take
SWEATERS
advantage of the numerous
boating safety courses offered
by governmental and private
organizations. These courses,
sponsored by the United States
Coast Guard, the Coast Guard
(Plain)
Airriliary the United States
the
Squadrons,
Power
American Red Cross and
various State agencies, provide
- information needed for safe
operation of recreational boat,.
Insured!
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Mothproofed!
III
No boxing!
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
of Murray, Kentucky, do hereby
Pay_only regular cleaning
-proclaim the week beginning
prieselhia F.Ill
July 1, through July 7, 1973, as:
SAFE BOATING WEEK
and urge all citizens who
operate boats to consider his
own and his family's safety and
be prepared for the unexpected
by taking advantage of the
sound safety information offered, and use ertrerne cake.
Given under my hand, this the
;
27th day of June, 1973.
/4
Phise.P5340
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. PASeday-Sslarday
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray
S
Kentucky
KNITS should be DRYCLEANIal by PROFESSIONAL

reatin them.
allowed. Each case must be be allowed to
are not
permits
,
However
lake
the
to
decided by applying
transferable and cannot be
manager.
assents
Floating private boat docks considered as salable
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to stifle development of lands
adjacent to the lakes, but rather
to provide for orderly long term
development Past experience
with this type of Control has
shown that development of
private property adjacent to
publicip-owned land will continue and that the tourist industry will be favorably affected," he concluded. The
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Wishes In Dry -Dock? Launch Them!
IFI,oat a Loan With Us!
aid. niniored fishing
oat or-audioSea-skimming sailbboats? Sleek shiny sports car or practical family.
car-Wishful thinicenQL_OMy_sort WI Set_ ifçe_s.
with pleasure, here. We offer loans for any good
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HEARING
50%0F
wearier

yyrDiaccr•it

toys, Ti.r All-Y-410 t.

Ire tAlm, AMY my
•,au0Ot$.x,;sp.PAO

Phones
75341030, 7.53-1474
---Peoples Bank
[nix Warehouse

IF,

A DIVISION

We have many discontinued and one-of-a-kind pieces of fi
el, Simmons, Bi
20% to 50% off of our regular prices. Drax
CoCkrana, Anierican of Martinsville, Wells, Caldw
a few of our Fabulous Buys are Ilstad below.
Reg.
Now
SIMMONS HIDE-A-BEDS
French Provincial
REG.
$36000
$369.00

Black Vinyl
Green Hurculon
$459.00
Early American Plaid Remittal' .
$350.00
Nylon Brown
23116.00
Hurculon Brick
$445.00 Velvet
Seat
Love

NOW
1272.19
IBM.*

Fruitwood Record Cabinet
Yellow-White Powder Table

USA z
$250.00

Y-W Lingerie Chest

$229.00
$309.00

White Bench
White Night Stand

Carpet Remn. 20-50% off

$109.95

$69 no

$209.95

1126.0o
$132.80

$69.95

$49.00

8119.95

$71 Ao

lamps. We are offering to you at
Conover, Cabin Craft, Stanley,
, Westwood, and many more...lust
Williams Bedroom set dresser,
chest, 2 mirrors and bed- Pine
Caldwell 4-pc Bedroom Set
white with canopy bed
Cochrane 7-pc Maple Dining
Set, table, leaf, 6 mates chairs
Bartels Roeker
•
Wooden Rockers
Drexel Chair
W1 Chair

La-Z- Boy Recliners 1/3 off

1711&011

NOW
133•00

$534.00

$346.00

1409.00'
1119.00
• $49,95
.
$299.00
169.00

$303.00
)89.00
$34.00
$158.00
$111.40

Drexel Sofa
Conover Sofa
Bracewell Love Seat
Stanley,Sofa and Chair
ROR1 Sofa
Howard Sofa
Drexel Sofa
Cane Back Chairs
Lane Chair

ALL PICTURES 40% off

REG.
- $335.00

NOW
.sns.os

------1379.00

owes

$489.00
1549.00'
$349.00

s389.00$489.00
*125.00
245.00

WHILE-YOU

PRINTING
---1/01tral

$229.00
$359.00
$245.00
1268.00
$2299.60
188.00 •
$27.00

All Occ. Tables 20-56% off

_

1
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North Fork News . . .

Clerris Wilson Suffers Broken Ankle In Fit Many Have Gues

By Mrs. RAI Key
this week in Florida.
Wedausikr With Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ara Nance and Mrs. Perry -Brandon.
June 25, 1873
Mr.-and Mrs. Morrie Jenkins Charlie Wicker spent last
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive of
had visitors in their home last
Paducah have bought a lot from
week which they enjoyed very
By GORDON IRVING
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Hannan
much. They were Mrs. Jenkins'
Copley News Service
and will be moving in their new
aunt, Eva Oliver from Seaside
'
s-June 27, 1973
trailer soon, near Caine.
PLYMOUTH, England
- You can Still play a teisuidr*Salit1
aunt,. Lealk_ADLELTs 107
Mrs. Lillian Ross visited Mrs.
game of English bowls,just u Robertson from Saginaw, NURSERY
Georgia Ross this week, and
4
that seafaring pioneer Sir MIL.eat a cousin, Mrs. Aria
visited Mrs. R.D. Key ThurNEWBORN ADDAMSIONS
Francis Drake did, in this Ihnadariken Michigan. Also on
Baby Boy Parrish (Mary sday.
holiday city by the sea in
Friday night and Saturday Mr. Edna), Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Mrs. Tom Wilson spent
and Mrs. Mike Jenkins from Jackie Lynn Holt and Baby Thursday and Friday with Mr.
southwestern England.
They even call it "doing a
Milan and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Girl, Route 4, Benton.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson.
Francis Drake." The famed
visited with them in the Morris
Mrs. R.D. Key, Mrs. Warren
DISMISSALS
voyager went on with his EnJenkins Home.
Sykes and Mrs. Jennie Sykes
James
Lawson
Baker,
1300
glish bowls, completed the
Mr. and Mrs. Lanoiee Olive Blvd., Murray, Mrs. Sara visited Mrs. Lottie Thompson
game, and then set sail to
Herrington and son from Louise Hutson, Gen Del, Hazel, and Mrs. Myrtice Nance on
meet the Spanish invaders, as
Parsons, Term., spent last week Miss Stacey Leigh Tirrunons, Thursday afternoon.
every schoolboy knows.
end with Mr. and Mrs. Tony Route 2, Calvert City, John
Mrs. Eva Oliver, Mrs. Leah
It is indeed, Drake's town,
Sykes.
Henry Watson, 814 Olive St., Robertson, Mrs. Arta Branner,
and relics of his era are alClerris Wilson fell from a Murray, Robert Frank Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
most everywhere in this modladder while working on a farm Jr., 101 Clark, Murray, Mrs. Jo and son, Kenny,and Mrs. Bertie
ern .port which has also beat the home of Maburn Key last Ann Methis and Baby Boy, Jenkins spent the day with Mr.
come an attraction for tourweek and suffered a broken Route 2, Hazel, Master Tommy and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
ists winding iv a tour of Euankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn, M. Orr
Dee Orr, Route 2, Box 89,
rope in England's romantic
Mrs. Virginia Swariagon and Murray, Master Lawrence and son, Ftickie, visited Pee.
southwest corner.
Mrs. Catherine Zook from East Allen Murray, Box 218. Murray, and Mrs. Jam Lee Sway
Plymouth Hoe, a landmark
_
Prairie, Mo., visited Mrs. Ella Herbert John Brinn, 809 afternoon.
famed for its historic links
with Sir Francis and the -Morris and family, recently.
Marcus Hill visited Hairy
Waldron, Murray, Mrs. Ola
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr Brown Outland, Canterbury Sykes, Saturday. Bro.
Spanish armada, is claimed
and son, Rickie, visited Mrs. Est., Murray, Hihnon Hugh Orr preached at Birds;
by the townsfolk here to be
Ella Morris Sunday suet Flow. Outland, New Concord, Mrs. Sunday morning and
_ - "tbe finest natural prom._
nide in Europe." The claim,
Mrs. Cordia Morris spent the Hila Leona Walton, Route 5,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
of course, is extravagant, but
week end with 111111..,30m Murray, James
Hayden Paschall from Paducah atlocal pride must surely be caWilson.
Prescott, Route 1, Hazel, Corms tended church at North Fork on
• tend ta, and the promenade L Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McNutt Alexander, Hardin.
Sunday.
-certainly has fine vistas, atand chtkiren are vacatiodag
-7 - tractive gardens and genies
•••••
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-74ANNOUNCING"
(Our Name Change)

The children and. grandchildren spent the
with
Kuykendall on Father's day.
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
eking with the children and
grandchildren spent FaOers
day with Odin Paactlat
Mrs. Cordia Morris,
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Lula Paschall, Mrs.
Douglas Van Dyke, Mrs.
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Gayloal
Morns and Michelle, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
visited Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Monday afternoon.
Good garbage
ST. LOU IS (UPI I —
Household garbage is helping
beat the mercy crisis in St.
Lou i s.
Union
-Liectgie
Company, an area utility, is
using municipal solid waste to
produce electriety. Each ton of
low sulphur refuse burned in
the utility's boilers generates
1,000 kilowatt hours of
electricity.
The solid wasteaho bbei
mined for natural
Steel cans and other
metals are
magatticalIy
removed from gtrbage for .
rec% ding. A local steel company
will use the scrap cane in place
of an equal amount of iron ore
to make new steel.

day

J M WOE-SUPPLY CO.
(Formerly 'Moody Wholesale Sup*
Honing
Distribia.ors
Hegting & Air C
-•Plumbing --•Electrical el • ustrlits Limo
.Pumps&WeIIC ponents

Elberi
Bettie

nuns,

Serving Paris and surrounding areas with quality Brand
names, such as:

Jacuzzi Pump & Compressor*
A. 0. Smith water Heater

Progress Light Fixtures
Singer Heating & Air Conditioning
Borg-Warner Bathroom fixtures
Hallmack Decorative Accessories
Sayco &jnce Fists( raaceis
BryalltlervIce Bons
Rigid Equipment St Teals

Sylvania

Elk81 Water Coolers

Nutone cleaning Systems & Interg.
Magic Chef o„.& Range
Milwaukee
Bussman Floes
Fiberglass Cog. of America

Bulbs & Fluereseent Tubes

Ftherekligi Tat& Miswer Enclosure)

SUPPLY CO.
JIM McKEE
Phone 642-3352
Paris, Tennessee

1109 N. Market Street

••••

= == =

"= =

•••• ••• AIN • mmir

N..• ••• ••••

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 753-8304
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat; 1-6- Sunday

Mr

ma NM • m•D

=• 7. =•=
am.• No /•••••••••

ALKA-SELTZER
_TABLETS
Effervescent,
analgesic tablets.

Super Savings at

'1.29
Value

=•= = =
•17•

SAV-RITE

OILY POLISH REMOVER

2.19 Value

III

DIAL

CIA II WM.

and Compact
1 Ounce

COVER GIRL

MAKE-UP

s/.75 Value
Brushon r(l.50- Vol.) -p1.23

In Kentucky* 120

HEARING AIDS
'50%0FP°Ami:t4"

tat Print Copy -Center

_

A

(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
IIIVIOONS OF VANCHOSTIR PRINTING SERVICES, INC

1111111400-/NAIT
PRINTING ANO
—6-07PISCATING

1 To 1,000 COPIES

CARES

II

7 Ounce
Size

III

85'
Value

III

ois
itt

by_

('amera Ready Copy Only.

•

total care
for just-wa4hed hair

4 Ounce
III
III

Ounce Foam
169 Value

III
III

Ounce Lotion
I1A9 Value

III

15 Ottnce

1-.75 Value

III
III
snow •

s.••
:Mr E

(

BRECK

III

ialtleodorant

S0411.111&IN STREET -- ,RMOAIE 753-4002
MURRAY. RENTUC)!V 4,1371

Vaselfff
EVE
INTENSIVE

'1 ()ince Size

•""".
41••

10/0.H.'

3.=

—.— al••••
••••••
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KODAK CX-.126-12

FILM
POLAROID 108
FILM

388-

Omit 2.

250 COUNT

PAPER NAPKINS
Limit
4 packs!
Stock up now with plenty
of paper plates for the
4th holiday! Buy now
and save!

Buy now and save or
these paper table napkins! Assorted colors.

Soft tissue in decorative boxes and colors.
A fantastic buy!

ASSORTED SNACKS

for
1 Compare
at 88C
A super savings on
boxed all nude panty
hose in 3 fashion colors.

8 oz. size
Compare at 44t
ChooseIbnii,pOO Island,
Country FrenPt. Sunny
Italian, Creamy Garlic or
Creamy Italian.

Your choice of combo
cheese snacks, toasty
peanut butter snacks or
cheese
peanut butter
snacks!

Your choice of terry
knit short shorts with
14" length,-.., pull-on
style, S,M,L in assorted
colors or 100c: nylon
knit jamaicas in cl4ferent styles, sizes 8 to
18 in many colors,

Tank tops of 100%
_polyester double knit
Tscreen print. S,M,L in
assorted colors.

LADIES
PA+ENT SCUFFS

100% polyester double
knit jamaicas with 1"
elastic waistband, 17"
length. Sizes 8 to 18 in
assorted colors.

LADIES Ttiqms

2-.to

Teens and womens sizes

Reg;4.41

ThloktY—c-tiihr
inne-rsole in white.

_Rugged canvas sneakers
with 11111—spOnge innersole. we tread sole.
Sizes: Youths 11 to 2,
• boys 21
/
2 to 6, rnens 61
/
2 to
12 in black or white.

Choose solid or twp
tone with brass button trim._Easy-Ullsing low heel. Sizes
to 10 in assorted
colors.

BANKAMERICARD
lig=1M1

Equal Opportunity Employer

A large selection of
our best slacks at a
low Big K price for the
4th of July.

LEM SHOPPING-CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Emit Quantities

Crinkle patent sandals
with big cork bottom.
Sizes 9 to 3 in black
or white.

A super saving
sale! Sizes to
save!
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)FOURTH
ASSORTED

ASSORTED FAMOUS BRAND

FAMOUS
RODS

REELS

99

ZEBCO

SP1NCAST REEL

Famous name reels at a low
price! Choose from Daiwa.
Garcia, Pflueger, Southbend or
Whittemore in spincast, auto
fly and spinning.

A large Big K assortment of Daiwa
and Southbend 2-piece spinning and
— Spincast rode: A spectacular 4th

A
heavy-duty spinning
reel with thumb control
button, selective antireverse, stainless Steel
spinnerhead.

LURES

ASSORTED

FRAM OIL
FILTERS

Ultra light reel and a
balanced 5' tubutAr
glass ultra light rod,

39

C

—7PLASTIC
WORM BOX

Reg. 79t

ZORRO LURE

88

A super saving value during this 4th of July
sale! Sizes to fit most„Ciirs! 13try now and
save!

YOUII-CROICEI

C Reg. 1.39

Attaches to any garden hose! Adjustable
nozzle.

ASSORTED FRAMED

- 14 oz. RALLY CREAM
WAX,
10 oz TURTLE WAX,
10 oz. SIMONIZ WAX

PICTURES - -

99c

Compare
at 10.99

T

A large selection of
63" and 84" length
draperies in an assortment of colors.

1
"

ler Sets...1.67
Your choice of three famous brand car waxes
to give your car that shine you can be proud of.
Compare at 1.49 to 2.99

STANDARD WEIGHT
MOTOR OIL

)._Imit 5

Compere at 2.99
A large assortment from which to choose at a
low, low Fourth of July Sale price!

BIG K PRICE!
Prevenls coolant loss due to over-flowing,
prevents, over-heating. Simple to install.

SPARK PLUGS
57c

RESISTORS ...67t

Model AZ2008

8-TRAcK ST REO
Reg. 88.00

Great listening pleasure in this AM-FM stereo multiplex tuneramplifier and 8-track cartridge player. Controls for volume, balance
and tone. Stereo headphone jack and two big spel
.kers.

A truly beautit-uify4esigned-connia-c-1.-deik-type stereo-8413e*,
cartridge player-recorder combined with an AM-FM-FM MPX tuner.
Power amplifier. circuits, standard and frequency modulated bands,
decks are all combined in this one unit.

Reg. 19/),00
SATIN PLUS
INTERIOR
LATEX

DAK DANISH

PROTECT
HOUSE PAINT

8 oz. size

Reg. 8.97
Guaranteed
gee
coat, fade resistant, stain resistant, washable.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

BANKAMERICARO

BANKAMERICARO
jiSiww A,if

Acres eFree Parking

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Equal Oppatunity Employer

Guaranteed
one coat
house and trim paint for
wood, shingles, cement,
stucco.

7534717z-
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Lzook in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Clever management could be
a prime factor in day's success.
One victory could start a chain
of them going, so start by
handling a small, but difficult,
job well.
TAURUS
(Ur
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dei
You may be indecisive SIOW
not knowing which way to bra,
but don't wait for "inspiration"
to help you. Get going, and let
past procedures guide you.
,GEMINI
19
1( May 22 to June 21) 11611
-, ,- You have the inside track in a
, number of areas — if you will
recognize available opportunities and handle them in
your usual ingenious manner.
CANCER
“June .22 to July 23) eiel
' Take short cuts if they do not
. ?cut down on essentials and the
,equality of your endeavor. Only
'
. small gains indicated, but do
- not belittle them.
,LEO
.(July ;4 to Aug. 231 vg°11.
A good period of revitalizing
.
pall projects, for capitalizing on
iun
ideas and revamping
f outdated methods. Some news
y.' of interest indicated.
..;,. VIRGO
1(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W%.
and
Inner . excitement
heightened anticipation could
you off the sound path, in
both thought and action. Make a
special effort to maintain.
composure.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 231 Aen
There's a tendency now to
reject good suggestions without
understanding.
thorough
Consider , carefully before
• eaying "No." Don't "jump the
however.
10
(Oct 24 to Nov. MI n1,4tc
You may now have the opportunity to advance through a
"different" idea. At least, draw
up plane to project at the right
moment
SAGrrrmin38
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will have less opposition
certain areas than you expect Take the bit by the teeth;
. put beliefs, intuitive ideas
. actively to work.
t CAPRICORN
i (Dec. 7/ to Jan. 20) Vi
You may not be alert to
certain trends, not aware of
; underground movement — may
• just be believing what you wish
' to. Think again!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences suggest a
-need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful
not to alienate associates.
toward
Tendencies
overaggressiveness prevaiL
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Aspects mostly auspicious,
but accuracy and forethought
-must spark all decisions,
moves. Travel and outdoor
interests especially favored.

AR

R GREAT SPRING & SUMMER FABRIC
CRUISING A Fli
launches take visit
mountains can be
SPOOL - 100'; poi u

250

THREAD

GO

5'
FAMOUS BRAND FASHION

excellesat`journalist or no/chat.
Other fields suited to your
abilities: Finance, insurance,

publishing, chemistry,
engineering or designing. On
the personal side, you are affectionate, generous, sympathetic, a devoted spouse and
parent. Try, however, to curb
tendencies toward jealousy and

hypersensitivity. Birthdate
AC Prance;
King Loua
Irish
-Grattan,
Henry
statesman; John Mason Brown,
dramatic critic.
MOROSCOPE
YOUR PERSONAL
t.pi
FOR 1973 For • personal
lova one
woolen,
forecast on AWN,
25 cents in
rnerrlwie, sand 11Th plusnondling to
coin for pastime encl
. Box 173,
Horoscope Book Deportment
York, N
Old Cheeses Station. New
ISIS
r;11
.
nird
1=1, AODR
1 4"4
print 41g
(tobesore
ZIP, end DATE OF BIRTH for yottr
Nrecast
rit
vp, pet Ni,
zodiac $Isert)

Usear.os In the-Matted Slates
carry an average of 1.2 hint&
• _gallons of water each day to the
t

ODDS &-ENDS AND SHORT LOTS FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK!

• Polyester Knits
• Cotton Knits
• Polyester & Cotton Prints
• Printed Jerseys
• Sportswear Denims
and many, many others

VALUES TO $3.99 YARD

POLYESTER .
• KNITS

100% roryester
Knits
• Odds &
from (kir St

Ends

• Full bolts, Mill

-Ends
cick
• Limiterd
quantJtv, hurry for this

99'

SPRING & SUMMER

John E.
Guest

• Flocked Polyester & Cotton Sheers
• Flocked Chatter Cloth
• Loomskill Handscreened Voilles
• Loomskill Arnel Jersey Prints
• Imported Handscreened Cottons
• Solid Polyester Linens
and many, many others

i

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a great love of the
theater arid, if properly trainedin early years, could excel as
actor, director or produeer of
plays, or as a dramatic critic.
haVe -a talent for
1 .- woult1 11111111b- an

WEDNESDAYjULY 4th ....

-

1Kid
:
SENSATIONAL VALUES,REGULAR 9941 TO $1.99 YARD
• Our

Entire Stock

n4
D
ts

$

First Ousiay
• Full Bolts,
matching stripes
• Solids &
• Hurry, for these

*
41
'
1
• Peter Pan Cotton Prints
• 60" Polyester Suitings, - • Printed Dacron & Cotton Voilles
• Polyester & Cotton Prints
SPOrtswear Denims & Twills
and many, many others

WIh

!do)

1 4sock jlot Included)
.
____74.10

* Beal
Co'

-

* She

SHOP 10.190 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. JULY 4th
FOR THE FABRIC SALE OF THE YEAR!!!

WE SELL LOWER BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURER.-;

MOND)
7:0
7:31

TUESD
10:0
7:0

WEDNI
101:0

8:00 P.M
. --4

.:t....

..-

..-RfallaL

—The ticket
Inc.,to be gli
will be given
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By HAROLD McCONNELL
Cep"News Service
.. MILFORD SOUND, New
Zealand — It's a place of silence, peace and magnificent
- beauty.
Its where mountains and
ocean merge to form a spectacular sight — whether you
it from the air or from a
motor launch.
This is Milford Sound — one
of the world's more beautiful
areas.
It is the greatest of the inlets in Fiordland National
Park in South Island. It is 14
miles long, up to three miles
CRUISING A FIORD—Motor launches rest at anchor in New Zealand's famed Milford Sound. The wide and over 1,280 feet deep
in some parts.
launches take visitors on a two-hour trip through the fiord, where the massive cliffs, waterfalls
and
We arrived by air in a Twin
mountains can be observed cioseup.
Otter turboprop of Mount
Cook Airlines. And that in itself is quite an experience.
We took off from Mount
Cook airport, stopped at
Queenstown, and headed west
over lakes, glaciers and a
winding river toward Tasman
Sea.
The flight took us under a
low cloud bank with peaks
seeming uncomfortably close
tin either side of the plane. At
the oceaniwe turned left, flew
&fowl:01411B we emote the
ears*In over the
sound to a landing strip near
the hotel. On landinwe were
attacked by a swarm di sand
flies, which seem to have disappeared by the next morn.,,
ing•
An early morning 15-minute
stroll from the hotel, along a
road and then a boardwalk,
takes you through jungle-like
vegetation to Bowen Falls.
This 500-foot falleoprays you
with mist as you take photos.
Later, a two-hour ride on
the 54-foot motor launch, Tutoko, enables you to get a
close look at the massive
cliffs, waterfalls and sur•reanding snow-covered
mountains, including milehigh Mitre Peak.
A 300-inch yearly rainfall
keeps the mountains covered
with lush vegetation.
The views are so spectacular as you cruise that you
shoot up a roll of film as each
new sight around the fiord's
bends seems more fantastic

2:00 *p.m. Monday-Friday
7:45 Each Night

MONDAY-41111Y t, 1173

than the one you just passed.
An hour's ride brings you to
the ocean.
On the way back you see a
small colony of seals on rocks
at* bottom of a cliff. Someone on the cruLser reports seeing a whale not far from
where we docked It seems
unlikely but the fiord is quite
deep, and easily could handle
an ocean liner.
If you like walking, you can
follow the 33-mile trail called
Milford Track, which some
have described as "the finest
walk in the world." It leads
from Te Anau, a town of 1,800
people, to Milford Sound,
crossing a number of streams •
in the Clinton and Arthw valleys and a 3,500-foot pass.
We traveled by has from
Milford Sound to Queenstown
via Te Mau. The road takes
you through Cleddau Gorge
through Homer Tunnel at
3,000 feet. On the way you can
stop at The Chasm, a few
miles from Milford Sound.
Here a thundering stream
plunges its way through weird
rock formations, graced on either side by giant ferns and
many other plants and trees.
After you pas theongli the _
tunnel, this 195-mile half-day
trip takes you through fertile
farmlands and along the
shores of Lake Wakatipu until
you reach lovely Queenstown.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily - 12 Noon-7 p.m. Sunday

OFFER GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY

39C ELSEWHERE

Expires 7/4/73
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Funny
c rs are
no joke

PAMPERS
DAYTIME
30's
$189 ELSEWHERE

Limit 1
with
coupon

By JAMES A. GROW
Copley News Service

Unlike Margaret Court, who
was humiliated by a 55-yearold male has-been on the tennis courts, Shirley Muldowney
takes on the best males tither
sport — and wins.
Shirley, sometd&-ktftas "Cha Cha," drives funny
cart — probably the hottest
class in drag racing today.
And she drives them in excess
of 200 Miles per hour„and coyeras quarter-mile in less than
seven seconds.
Shirley has even won a major tittle when she took the International Hot Rod Association's IHRA) Summer Natiorutls at Rockingham, N.C.,.
in 1971. That would be the
equivalent of Mrs. Court winning one of. tennis' grand
slams — the U.S., French,
British or Australian opens.
r She regularly takes on the
likes of "Big Daddy" Don
"
.
4 Garlits,and Don "The Snake"
Brudhomme, the best in the
business.
And she has beaten them all
at one time or another.
Last year, Shirley won
$53,000 in funny car races and
the indications are that this
year she'll do even better. She
a new car, a new home
and plans to compete in about
le races in 1973.
The new car is a Logghe
chassis Plymouth Satellite
,Sel3ring with a big stroker
,.Herni 488-cubic-inch engine,
named "Bounty , .Huntressi.
'
/
The new .borne is a ranchtype house on an attractive
street in Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
where she recently moved.
Shirley is a leggy 30-yearold woman whose publicity
shots show her in a pair of hot
pants and boots with a driving
helmet under her arm.
She started driving as an 18year-old around her home
town of Schenectady, N.Y.
SorneAtAstwarly wins w
This 1973 Dotson 1200 donated to the Murray Jaycees by Murray
in a +113 Plymouth owned by :
Datsun, Inc. to be given away at the Murray-Calloway County
Stan Newman of Albany.
Fair July 21, 1973.
She moved up to dragsters
in 1965 and turned to funny
cars — basically a high-powered rail job with a body that
somewhat resembles what
conies out of Detroit's assembly lines.
MONDAY,JULY 19,, 1973*
THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1973
Shirley acts as her own
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Shows
‘_.1;013.P.M. _•.__Offloial Opening
manager from her home in
contest'
Booty
Kiadies
Day
P.M.
—
7:30
_
Michigan, contracting with
- 5:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Practice
engine and chassis builders,
— Motorcycle Races (Short Track)
TUESDAY, JULY'17 1073 -4"-painters, sponsors and booking her own appearances.
10:00 A.M. — Jeniey_ottle Shows
FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1973
7:00 P.M. Rock Music Night •
She's had her funny car up
to 226. mph in Atco, N.J.,
10:00 A.M. — Beef Cattle Shows.
and dro e it tó *6.72 time and
7:30 P.M. — WKHA Horse ShOw
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1973'
219 mph in the NHRA NaIstria
D
.01-H &
tionals at Indianapolis. Last
SATURDAY, JULY 2
FF A Dairy Show
Year, she won a third Of her
8:00 A.M. — Swine Show
match races
— Goipeir Music
800
Shirley Muldowney may net
9:00
A.M.
—
Horse
&
Mule
Pulling
Quarteti
Stamps
trabahner
&
-Iresitirlerift
heabie ,beat Bobby Riggs
1WeighliTt t.rn, - Tam;
on the . tennis pert.Bet,then,
—The tkkets for the 1973 Datsurr, donated by Murray Datum,
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau,Day
its doubtful if Riggs would
Inc.,to be given away have the wrong date on them. TheDatsun
7:00 P.M. — Tractor Pull
•
,14_ get much past the starting •
will be given away Saturday eves mg.July 21, 1973.
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CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

By RAY McflUGH
Copley News Service
PARIS — -Nonaww hat
like success."
The headline in the Perk
Herald Tribune stabbed clod*
to the heart of American frustrations in Western Europe.
Irritating bits of sand mar
the justifiable pride in Uncle
Sam's eye as he surveys his
ward.s of 28 years.

NOW YOU CAN LAND SOME REALLY BIG
•

Since V-E Day on May 8,
1945, Free Europe has made
amazing strides. Nurtured by
the Marshall Plan, protected
by American troops and nuclear rockets, schooled by
U.S. firms in modern business, technology and marketing, the orphan pauper of 1945
has grown into a vigorous oldyoung giant, capable / chalkng even his guardian in
many areas.

GENUINE DIAMONDS
In Exciting Combinations wttn

Corm in and see ow op to date
collection of wallet fashions.

Paris, Tennessee

But like many a young man
overtaken by ambition, Europe has an inclination to forget the source of its prosperity, to discount or dismiss the
guardian who still protects it
from possible follies.
And like many a parent,
Uncle Sam is vexed.
Powerful men in Congress
feel the young man is costing
too much, that it's time he
spent more of his own earnings on necessities, such as
security. President,Nixoe has
suggested that he accept his
adult responsibilities formally and enter a full family partnership - a "new Atlantic
Charter"
Such a partnership, Mr.
Nixon and Dr Henry Kissinger remind Europeans, was
me purpose for which so much
American wealth and effort
has been spent.
This is the context in which
Western Europe must be
judged this spring.
From Athens to Frankfurt,
from Geneva to London, Europe is a scene of bustling
prosperity.
The expanded European
Common Market is adjusting
to British, Danish and Irish
newcomers. French and Ger-

Attention
Blue Ciro
ik
and.
BlueShield

members who
are eligible
for disability
beefits tmder
lal Security.
July 1, 1973, the federal government made available Medicare
benefits to eligible disabled persons under 65 years of age.
If you or any member of your family are presently covered
_under a Blue Cross and Blue Shield grogram and are eligible
for 'Mete Medicare benefits: Please contact our Subscriber
-WrViCif-DIY.911 u_sing_lhe coupon below; OR, please contaC
your Group Administrator if your Blue Cross and Blue Shield
coverage-is through your place of.employment.
under 65 years of age who is

I am a Blue Cross and Blue
Medicare benefits

I SUBSCRIBER INFORMATION:
a Name of Subscriber as it appears on the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Identification Card
b Blue Goss and Blue Shield Certificate
Number'
2 MEMBER UNDER 66 YEARS OF AGE ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICARE
a Na-rAi
b Relationship of Member to Subscriber

C. WEI Number:Me/mbar on Medicare COM

I
I

3. ADDRESS:..,

epainaligible-*._ .

man production lines throb
with the energies of 000,000
workers imported from Turkey, Yugoslavia, Italy,
-Greece and North Africa,
- At the Hanover trade fair,
eager German buyers sweep
-American luxury model refrigerators off the showroom
floor at $2,000 per copy —
more than twice the U.S.
price. "Made in USA" computers, construction equipment, factory tools and business machines are "selling
like hot cakes," says the Europe manager of a major
American company.
"There is no shortage of
money in Europe this spring,"
he ackis.
Theism in the street might
not agree. Salaries are rimrung at record levels, but inflation is biting ever deeper. It
ranges from 10-12 per cent in
some countries.
American goods this spring
enjoy at least a temporary
competitive edge, thanks to
the 10 per cent devaluation of
the dollar and the 15-16 per
cent revaluation of the Japanese yen. The readjustment in
the monetary system has
even breached the Common
Market's high protective tariff walls in some product
areas.
Europe's boom psychology
Is fed, too, by the chimera of
huge Eastern markets that
seem within reach in th*
heady atmosphere of'
hi! coexistence."
A noticeable cooling of Moscow-inspired pressures from
national Communist parties
In France and Rely adds to
the business optimism. Even
the predictable May Day riots
In Paris took on a new hue this
ar. Instead of rightists
ftghting the Communists, it
was Maoists vs. Communists. •
But there are clouds, too„:,.
As inflation grows the
"awned productivity of the
Common Market nations is
beginning to slip.
Strikers have crippled many
induttries, including the bellwether French Renault automobile complex.
Britain's Prime Minister
Edward Heath has tightened
wage controls after a bitter
bottle with the Trades Union
Congress that signals political
storms ahead.
Italy's government continues to live on the dangerous
edge of disaster, trying to
:cape with almost daily strikes
and struggling with the old
Italian problem of how to
translate economic growth
into meaningful social reform
and stability.
Alongside these immediate
issues lurks a seldom spoken
concerfi that big power politics may once again intrude.
Russia long ago convinced a
majority of West Europeans
that it was serious about detente. But Moscow's desires
always were matched against
the reality of an American
conventional and nuclear
shield that runs along the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization perimeter from Norway to Turkey.
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Wash beans, Place in DA*
oven, Cover with 4 cilia trabei
and simmer 1 hour.' Add
smoked pork shoulder roll,
onion and additional water (if
necessarri ter Ind cover
meat. Cover tightly and simmer
hour. Td-en meat and
coritlittielff ihrtiner, MVe
80 minutes' to 1 hour or Alta
meat and beans are tender':
Remove meat and drain leans.
Mix btown sugar, cornstarCh
rnusthrd, Siff and pepFir
stir,. Into beans. Add molasses
'stir until mixed. Place)/1
bean mixture in a round or
..iwaxteesserole.Calv.e
smoked thotikle,e Toll into 44.
inch slices And areanKe' half
the, slices on top of tbe loam
'
442'Ah.e....rg_1114iffi f•ng_11/10
Mixture, top wttli rktrtutintS2
smoked pork alices and ,t
with 'rettiaMine.'be:mi. Bake
- $0
Minutes. 6 to 8.kervinv
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Contest Ends July 31_8f

EACH__MONTHI
4 GRAND PRIZES. AT CLOSE
OF CONTEST!
Traiter the July Conteys; Nowt!
* Types °IBA:6101,r
• Largemouth Bass z
• Crappie • Bream
• Stripe Bass
Entran must registerpfior _

* Fish must be brought to Roses
for weighing. _
*Fish must be caught on live
or artificial bait by entrant
* July contest begins July 1, ends...July 31
*

Pork 'n Lima Casserole
21/2 to 8-pound smoked pork
shoulder roll (butt)
1 pound dry lima-beam
Water
cup chopped onion
% cup brown sugar
(firmly packed)
2-441940Col.14.
1 teaspoon dry Mustard
/
1
2 teaspoon silt

SP

held to detrthine- the winner.
• kipnthly winners areeki,gible for
- Grand Prize.
JULY PRIZES
LARGEST LARGEMOUTH—R-32 Inflatable Boat
LARGEST STRIPE BASS—Thermos Cooler
,---LARGEST CRAPPIE—No. 600 Zebco Combo
LARGEST BREAM—No. 1080 Old Pal Tackle Box
End of Season $75 Sporting Goods •Largemou
Gift Certificate • Crappie
Grand Prizes $50 Sporting Goods •Stripe Bass Gift Certificate • Bream

JUNE WINNERS

JERRY SHELTON
1-1b. Bream

d

C AIG
7-1b. 9-oz Largemouth Bass

GENE MASON
2-lb. 44-oz Cras .ie
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SPACE AGE

Astronauts
to observe
fireworks
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
PricesGood
oo Mon-We
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WEAINV
- R
me1*
14 Sunday

Nature, according to the
Smithsonian Institution, is
planning an extravaganza for
the nine Skylab astronauts
scheduled to fly in space this
year during three earth-orbiting missions.
Before Skylab 1 was
launched,the astronauts were
briefed by Robert A. Citron,
director of the Smithsonian's
Center For Short-Lived Phenomena at Cambridge,
Mass., on what they should
look for in the way of natural
activities back on earth.
During the five months of
the three Skylab missions, assuming more technical troubles don't cut them short, Citron says the astronauts can
expect to witness a total of
about 19 major volcanic eruptions, five or more major cyclones, five earthquakes and
an undetermined number of
hurricanes.
The Smithsonian each day
sends reports of major phenomena on the earth's surface
to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
Mission Control Center in
Houston. Then they are re
-'eyed up to Skylab, so the
present crew and later other
astronauts will be ready to
aim their cameras and scientific instruments at a prcse
point on earth as tWey pass
over.
The Cambridge Center receives mesiages from a network 44,000 scientists in 1-44
countries reporting voicenews, earthquakes, floods,
' animal migration, vegetation
changes and even oil spills.
Citron. says Skylab Offers
science a chance to observe
events which may occur in regions of the world not readily
aircraft
accessible
to
equipped with remote sen• sors. And the Skylab
cameras, he adds, have higher resolution (sharper focus)
than even the cameras on the
Earth Resources Technology
Satellite which circles the
globe constantly.
•
The regularity of Skylab
passes, permitting observaoften_
tions to be repeated as
as every fiye days, is another
advantage.
•
Citron sari the Smfthsonian
will use information relayed
back from Skylab to send re
search teams into Areas,
where major natural phenccii_
• ena are observed from space.'''''t
Skylab cameras already
havesnapped remarkably
graphic photos of the vast
U.S. areas flooded by the
rampaging Mississippi River
recently. They will be valuable guides as U.S. Army engineks draft plans to rebuild
•• flood control structures along
the river.
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Skylab has touched off a
new flow of letters from
space-minded
American
youngsters. Reaching the
"fan mail" desk at NASA's
Kennedy Space Center, Fla.,
they range from requests for
information to bids for unused
space hardware left over
from the Apollo manned lunar
expeditions.
Hundreds of adults also
write for information or to
criticize the space program.
From Salt Lake City, Utah,
Tamara A. wrote to an astronaut on behalf of her school
class,ssiting for "a parachute
4ind-maybe some autographs
and, maybe one hellmat
Then as a flattering
ht she a•dcied.
look pot&"
-1-e
young man who asked
that his id eelity be kept secret
wrote that "I want to join up
' as a spy at UFO.lam 9 years
old. I can hide in bushes, gullies, trees, behind rocks better
i
• than a man. I learned that in
Nashville, Tenn, P.S. Pv,e
been studying UFOs since I
was three years old."
One indignant youngster
wrote! '`Explain! I asked you
• to send me to space and instead, you just send me-some infornla tion "

Cilrie

Gambia is a country about
/ four-fifths the size of Connecticut
- with a population of 400,000
; people., Apart from the main
. export, of peanuts the country
bas Tew resources.,
-•
.•
•

Studies stiow that the ordinary
house fly and Its reiattrea can
carry approximately ill emeases
and parasites
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Happy Ad

Economic gloom
expetted to lift
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IF a 14A5, I COULD IAKE THIS
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PRESIDENT ANN mcQE ErNER
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5T0014 lat60!41
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Another View

tional applisch to fiscal policy.
4."The reduction of governt interference with farm
commodity prices.
5."The emerging change in
U.S. labor-management relations.
6. "The philosophical shift
within the Federal Reserve
System away from fine-tuning
of the economy and toward
satisfying the economic system's ongoing financial
needs.
7. "The turnaround in corporate profits."
The company, although
stating it has no adequate way
of ranking the bad news
against the good, expresses
confidence that sooner or later the current gloom will lift
and ti 'it the volume of bad
news a ill move back to its historic trend line. ...
Digital Equipment,Eli Lilly
& Co. and Xerox are listed as
recent additions to the Put
nam Investors Fund portiono.
Mutual funds on balance
liquidated approximately $1
billion of common shares during the first quarter of 1973,
investment analysts report.
The increase from the 5400
million per quarter average
from late 1971 through 1972
was attributed to the funds'
needs to raise cash to meet redemption requests of their
own shareholders.

By RUSS/Eli
VAN DENBUBGH
Copley News StrIvce
Some jundsznentally very
favorable long-run economic
and investment forces will become increasingly visible
once the current extraordinary opnfluence of depressants ddriinating the economic-financial and political-societal news lifts, Anchor Corp.
says ins survey of the decent
economic scene.
"We have read, heard and
learned more than once that
financial markets dislike uncertainty," the fund management company says. "Events
since the second week of this
year strongly suggest that
while investors are not fond of
the normal run of bad news,
they are even less enamored
of shock."
Despite the bad news background for investcrs, Anchor
Corp. sees signs that the
scales are not too far from tipping toward increased recognition of what it terms some
fundamentally favorable
velopments.
They include:
1. "The move to a peacetiMe economy and the genuine reduction of cold war
.tensions.
2. "The revolution in international monetary policy.
3. "The evolution of a ra-
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HELP WANTED

WOO
local
divisi
Phon
753-21

HELP WANTED

1111110a

PAVEMENT ANT

HELP WANTED
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
Must be a reliable, mature person who is willing
to learn a difficult job.
Apply In Writing to:
calm 574
Giving

THR
venet
call 7
POWDER POST BEETLE

BY
with
beau
gard

Age., expelience, education and marital status.

AGRICULTURAL FRANCHISE
AUTOS FOR BALE
Exclusive Distributorship
1470 VW BEETLE. Ikcellent Available Excellent opportunity.
swat'em...stomp em ...spray'em-and still the"ughJ3C Rural agricultural sales, excondition. Phone 753-2348.
clusive franchised area, proven
insects can be found in the cleanest households.
products, national and local
Even the newest homes have crevices and cracks
1968 FORD pickup, automatic, training. This is your opportunity
that can admit and conceal wood ticks, silverfish
air conditioned, with topper. Two for a satisfying position and high
roaches and all the other "urh" insects.
VW's 65 and 67. Can be sew at 916 income. Send information for
Call.Teday For FREE
N. 18th. •
ihOIC_.,perood0 contact to Mike Johnvyr kit can -war-do-about it?
Inspection
----,.son, 3021 Chippewa Drive,
and
owned
Locally
1973 GMC pick-up, custom cab, Hopkinsville,Kentucky
operated for ZO years. We
2500 miles. A-1 condition, phone 42240.
July9C
can be reached 24 hours a
July2C
753-9457.
day.
•
Phone 753-3914
PONTIAC GTO, 1968, automatic DAY ORDERLY for nursing
transmission, tape player. Will department, experience not
sell cheap! Call 753-3037 during required. Apply at Personnel ALUMINUM SIDING trim and NOW IS the time for Experienced
day and 753-5366 at night. July2C Department, Murray C.olloway gutters. We cover all exposed work in landscaping, planting,
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked pruning, spraying and the
Hospital. An Equal opportunity
siding. All making of flower beds. Phone
July3C enamel aluminum
1958 FORD school bus converted employer.
aluminum gutters and down 7534051.
July3C
Well-equipped.
into camper.
Free estimates. Phone
J5P PROFF-SIONAL HELP wanted: spouts.
Phone 489-2117.
July3C WINDOW
753-8783.
WASHING. ExFull time or part, time
Very
perienced.
reasonable
registered medical tedinologist
LOST & FOUND
prides. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
for a private doctors Clinic. Send FOR YOUR building needsJuly7C
MALE GERMAN Sheppard, references and qualifications to remodeling additions, new or old, Thompson.
or
753small
large
jobs.
Call
missing in vadnity of Sunset Dr. box number - 32E, Murray,
July 25C WILL DO baby sitting in your
J9C 7955.
_ Ind 16th. St. If found or seen call Kentucky.
home. Call 753-7993.
July3C
Reward.
p..ra.
5
after
---4584180
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
HELP WANTED, cook's helper, Electric. Complete pump repair FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
experience service. Let us check your old installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
cooking
some
necessary. Kentucky Lake Lodge pump for you before you buy a
Restaurant. Aurora, Ky. Phone new one. 24 hour emergency HANNA SIGNS hand lettered
July2C service. Phone 7534543. July 14C commercial arts. Phone 753474-2259.
July5C
9885.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138. work guaranteed. Business and
'or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC residential. Free estimates
Phone day or night Mayfield 247CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY 7201.
TFC
cleaned Phone Carpet
Insurance Comptu4 Kentucky steam
FRANKFORT, Ky.
TFC
Savings and Loan litiigne, Inc., MAstee411111104:
Financial support for KenBank,
Yards
Stock
andtucky's featured appearance at
Louisville.
OHN'S REPAIR Service
the American Folklife Festival
that are con- Plembing-electrical-roofing and
Organizations
, in Washington, D.C., has almost stantly promoting Kentucky, its
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
, reached its $100,000 goal.
TFC
features and its products, have 753-7625 nights.
The open-air festival, sponseen the Commonwealth's
InSmithsonian
sored by the
appearance in Washington as PAINTING-INTERIOR, exComplete Home
stitution and the National P
an opportunity to join in a terior, and sheet rock finishing.
Service, will take place July 4-8. statewide promotion effort.
Remodeling
For
All
free
work
guaranteed.
More than one million persons
have been donated for estimates phone Sammie Atkins
Funds
,
are expected to visit Kentucky's this purpose by the Blue Grass
Painting &Decorating 437--- exhibits by the reflecting pool Riding Club, Churchill Downs, 4534.
July 20C
near the Lincoln Memorial.
/53
Inc., Commonwealth of Keninclude
Contributors
of Parks),
(Department
tucky
LEGAL
NOTICE
CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
American Brands, Inc., Brown Commonwealth of KentuckyContractors. Homes, churches,
arid Williamson Tobacco ( Department of Public InCorporation, Burley Tobacco formation), James C. Ellis
commercial. Free estimate in.HERIFF'S SALE
Cooperative
cludes starting and completion
Growers
Notice is hereby given of
Park, Keeneland Association,
Association, 7-11Burley Inc., Kentucky Jockey Club,
compete description
dates,and
a public auction sale of a
Warehouse
Auction
of materials to be used. Teti will
1965 four door Cadillac,
Trotting
Kentucky
Inc.,
Association, The Council for Commmission, Lexingtonlike our quality and
mileage unknown. Sale will
Burley Tobacco, Inc., Coe Oil Fayette County Recreation
S
437-4790T
watin' call Clayton atprices.
be held at 1:00 o'clock P.M.
Service, Inc., Dairy Products Tourist and Convention ComJuly 10P
437-4712.
on Thursday, July 5, 1973 at
Association of Kentucky, Inc.,
the west door of the
mission, Lexington Trots
- and Heaven Hill Distrilleries, Breeders Association, Inc.,
WILL DO trash and brush
Courthouse in Murray,
Inc.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Kentucky. Auto will be sold
Inc.,
Downs,
Louisville
Others are the Horsemen's
TFC
753-6130.
for cash to highest bidder
erson County
Protective Louisville-Jeff
- Benevolent
and sales proceed to be
Convention
and
Visitors
Kentucky
Association,
WILL KEEP children age 3-5.
applied on a $2,325.00
'Commission, and Thorough_Division, Kentucky Autornobili bred Breeders of Kentucky, Inc.
Five days a week 7a.m. to 5 p.m.
lodgment in case of
Kentucky
Inc.,
Association,
Other supporters include the
Phone 753-8905.
Kathryn Surratt vs. Ernest
Jul2C
Coal Association, Kentucky Louisville and
Nashville
K. Smith et us.
Distillers' Association, KenCompany and BlueJERRY'S REFINISHING &
Bureau Railroad
Farm
tucky
grass Stall Rental Company.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 Tidies
and
Oil
BUY
TO
WANTED
Federation, Kentucky
The Kentucky Department of
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Gas Association, Ohio Valley Public Information is coorHarness Racing Association, dinating the project for the WANT TO BUY_used furniture, Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492any condition, no appliaeces. 8837.
TFC
Inc., Lorillard and Phillip state.
Phone 753-8378.
July 23C
•
Morris, Inc., and R.J. Reynolds
r
Tobacco Company. ,
WANT TO buy gold and silver FOR ALL
your -additionsFinancial support from the
Iron source
coins, also extra clean old model remodeling, residential or
1,41-iaeo
.
Wees sector includes Begley
"7-arti•'Ilitsir.1110411 753-0415,
J2P commercial. - Neil? or old. Pi-'
'
197
Company, Citizens
need 18 tnilhgrams.or iron
• eitimaies. Call 75.14123.
17C
FidelitY Batik ahd Trust daily, • Braup§chweiger and
WANTED TO bay, used air
Company- Of Louisville, First liver iitisave are rich sources conditioner and tv
antenna. ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
National Bank of Louisville, of iron, so remember them it Phone 7534321.
July2C Phone Parts,642455f.
.
TFC
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual sandwich time.
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IT S EASY

FFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE

FORD VAN, 1968 can be seen at
603 Main after 5 p.m. Price to sell
$250.00 or phone 753-4910. July2C

WAN
3,110AON

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
KENIANA SHORES-Largi
wooded lots for sale-as little as
$895 with $10 down & $10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Kenisma
July 35C
signs to office.
WOODED CORNER lot, % acre,
located at Elm Grove subdivision. City watei. hook up.
Phone 753-5005 (week-days) or
July7C
753-2667( week-ends).

ANT

THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer, near downtown, pop°
J2C
call 753-1408.
BY OWNER: spacious house
with large swimming pool in
beautifully landscaped rock
garden and privacy; wintergarden; large family room
with fireplace; living room,three
bedrooms, 2 baths; fully
equipped Tappan kitchen;
central air and heat. Call 753-8052
after 7:00 p.m.for appointJuly7C
ment.

BEETLE

• "ugh"
olds

d ( ra( $(5

UNDER CONSTRUCTIONthree bedroom house with family
room and 14 baths; also four
bedroom honey wlib Me baths.
Both with petrel beat and air
and carpet tThs seen by
Jtdy3C
calling 753-31111.

ilvertish

For FREE

Termite
t Control

INCOME PROPERTY for sale or
trade partially fundahed central
air and heat. Excellent condition,
immediate possession. Monthly
income $570 Priced at $49,500
located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 4365479.
July14NC

for Experienced
aping, planting,
ying and the
er beds. Phone
July3C

rt on septic tank
ne 753-7850. TFC
hand lettered
Phone 753July5C

•

ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large Masa
and living area, bnalrfeat bar,
fireplace, central hut and aft,
boat dock, large patio. Idayilir
purchased furrdabed. Phone OW
5574.

'Paving. Quality
d. Business and
ree estimates.
Olt Mayfield 247. • TFC

e
eling
D 61
ARVIS Painting
mes, churches,
ee estimate inand completion
kite description
e used. You will
and prices. Stop
on at 437-4790 or
July 10P

BY OWNER in Gateelxuangh:
four bedroom, 2% bath home on
i spacious lot, entry foyer, large
living-dining room, large den or
4. rec. room with fireplace, great
..,--,.-- kitchen with all built-ins (double
f" self cleaning ovens), breakfast
_ _t. nook with view. Completely
carpeted, custom drapes, central
: heat and air, large utility room,
paneled two car garage with
electric eye. Built in grill on
patio. Closets, cabinets and
storage galore. Phone 753July6C
8965.
LOVELY 3 bedreeln-hease044i,
garage, large lot, electric heat,!
air-conditioned, fireplace, 1616
July 9P
Main Street.
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
August6C
Sam Harris 753-8061

ish and brush
able rates. Phone
TFC
aildren age 3-5.
i 7a.m. to 5 p.m.
Jul2C
&
're, 6 miles''••••irnitu•
y on Hwy. 641.
wner. (502) 492TFC
'our iflditicinsresidential or
4 or old;:
5341Z..
M1TH Service.
455f
--Trc-

_

FIVE ACRE farina and lied acre
Iota on Kirby Jennings Trail near
Chandler Park and Kentucky
Lake. See our representatives,
Steve Hamrick or Bob Rogers at
the Ken Shores Estates property
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Take Ky. 444 at New Concord to
Hamlin, then turn left on Kirby
Jennings Trail to property.
Choice sites are available. John
C. Neubauer, Real Estate, 753or 7,53-7531, 296 South 4th
0191
.:Street,Murrey,Kentucky,

FOR SALE

OR SALE

"CLEARANCE SALE

POOL TABLE, 7 ft., Sears
Diplomat, 4 cues and balls, used
one year,$175.00; Boat, Swiss 1,
15 ft., fiberglass; 90 b-p. Johnson
motor, 1985; and trailer, excellent condition,$1,050.00. Phone
July3C
753-3730.

All Wks anUittle Girls

DRESS SHOES & SANDALS
at '/,-Price

MUSIC
2 Price
1
Some Men's Shoes at /
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Selling Below Cost
Jerry Cain, 753.4712. Registered FARM EQUIPMENT for Sale
craftsman Piano Technician outstanding 430 John Deere
TFC Tractor, 3-12" plows, two row
Guild.
PIANO TUNING-Repair: John Deere drill, John Deere
Prompt expert cultivators, 6' John Deere
rebuilding.
• Hwy. 94 at Lynnville
service 15 years experience. mower, bush hog, John Deere
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. disc. For further information call
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone 753-5602 or nights 753-4672. July7 MARK TWAIN, 18' boat, motor KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
TFC
and trailer like new. Call 753753-8911.
July2C carpet. New and used vacuums
1972 YAMAHA 175 enduro, only 8072.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY 1600 miles on road. Phone 767for sale. For demOnstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
July7C
Magnus
and
2357.
PING-PONG table
753INSURANCE SALESMAN
chord organ. Ca 753-4921. July2C Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or
Need two men or women in
Jul31C
0359.
14' GLASSPAR G3 boat, 50 h p
your yea to help me
1972 Evinrude 40 hours. $LID* GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
service our present clients
trailer included. See 1813 Sunset, seamless gutters, installed per
full time. Commiseion plus
July7C your specifications. Call Larry SPRING AND mattress(54 x 00)
7534129.
July2C
$20.00. Phone 753-7133.
renewals and bonus. For
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
full information and per1961 SIMCA ($95) and 1963 estimate.
TFC BOAT 18"FT. inboard and outsonal interview write to or
Chrysler ($50). Also FM Comboard 165 hp. tri-hull, walk
phone:
munications receiver, Allied
through windshield, Mercury
Mr. John W. Isbell
Radio Shack model, $00.00, can
outdrive, full top with extra
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
be seen at Thoroughbred
cover, will consider any bid.
1
0
4
Box
QUEEN
July3NC
RIVER
Restaurant.
Delta wing ski-kite with all acFulton, Ky. MO
BOAT
HOUSE
$200.00. Floating lounge
colades
Phone 473-2125
14' FIBERGLASS ski or fishing
Sleeps 6. Has Ford Ina_
chair V1L00,
boat, with Wailer and 40 hp.
saghieSad
teceptor MarMelavatory $19.00, new Royal
Johnson motor. Excellent conFOR RENT
5 KW Generator. Has
electric portable typewriter,
dition, $600.00. Two 20 pound LP
electric heat and air
8100.00, compact portable
TWO BEDROOM frame house gas tanks and one bed frame. Call
conditioning, water heater
washer, $30.00, self propelled
carpeted throughout. Wired for 753-2590.
July3C
and refrigerator. Has radio
lawn mower $25.00. Phone 753electric stove, washer and dryer.
and Sonar depth finder.
July2C
4487.
No pets or chiidren. Phone 755- JULY 4TH specials. Cotton and
J2C
May be seen at....
1836.
and
double,
single
polyester,
Billiagtaa-Forsee
Don't forget al1011t
AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORTS,
knits one table $1.76, another at
'
and
- - Tractors Ca., lae.
HOUSE
D
FURNISHE
pecials
Jewelart's B&rth
two gas, one diesel. Body shop
only $1.00. Your Singer Sewing
nrs4ras
apartments. Near university. center Beams
Gift to be given away July 4, at 4 p.m You must be
closing all esodgmsat for sale.
- Shopping Can'
ter
girls.
or
Boys
decorated.
Newly
AM-FM
Chests.
aie
Jewelry
J3 C
Paris,Tenn,111111111tor 11112present to win. Gifts
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July •
July5C
Portable Radio, surprise Packages
5685.
sEAKLEss GurrERING white 1972 RANGER Bass boat fully
24C
1117 N. Arcadia
equipped with 140 h.p. mercury, BODY SHOP closing. Large air
TWO-THREE room apartments. enamel finish, never needs
,trailer,trolling motor compressor,sanders, buffers, air
did!
heavy
Phone
estimate.
Free
painting.
753Phone
area.
Downton
c°ther accomorimi• and hydraulic jacks. Valve
sli
trAlt
n
lnea
phone
and
Gutlaz
july
Atkins
155-8903.
or
753-8407
July6C
0472.
grinding machine, complete
Service, Murray.
julKg painting equipment, arc welder,
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstori
KY LAKE two bedroom, lake yeen
gas welder. two kerosine forcedKCASE, 124;
4374064
00
Bie
UEphoi
tid
ANTIo
week
by
front home for rent
1 120
4
ek tires
. 10' $a
air space heaters, used car and
li7ge
-4;
16.14
during Ally aneAugust. Free
truck tires, etc. Also office
+$7.33
ply
$59.18
900120 - 10
anchor or at slip available, Call
CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to 1000:20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10 equipment; desk, chairs, check
J3C
436-5459 after 7:30 p.m.
new location behind Tom's Pizza Armstong.s best highway tread writer, dictapkone. Three
automobile transport. Call Paris,
to open up our new truck tires;
Palace
S,
FURNISHED APARTMENT
Tenn. Phone 642-0956 or 642Store and a new boat and 825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + 96.14
Western
living room, kitchen, bathroom shoe
store.
July5C
corner et 4th goox2p
5685.
Vernon's
two
or
One
bath.
and
shower
.68
and
-.1012ployy$65$7:3
,
TFC
Sundays.
Open
Sycamore.
$9
+r
+
13
.10
4
Apart10020
Apartbedrooms. Zimmerman
8 feet long,
ar Armstrong's best traction type COLONIAL SOFA,
ments, South 16th Street, 753$15.00..
chair
arm
and
$50.00
TV Towers
truck tires;
July 26C
6609.
July2C-„_.
Phone 7534801.
& Antennas
835'20 - 10 ply $66.21 + $7.25
Lowest Prices Ever
900x20- 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
cattle, 2
TV Service Center
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. REGISTERED ANGUS
furnished, private entrance, air
and calves; 4 bulls, 2 angus
cows
Center
Shopping
Central
68,
Benton,
Highway
Roby
Sales,
r.
refrigerato
conditioned,
437-4365.
July 14NC and 2 Charolais. Phone
Phone 753-5865
KY
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Mitchuson.
James
July 20C
Ptione 7534609.
-AuThimum gut.
"
.
BEA
y
RESTORED
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
acrylic finish. authentic pie safe. Phone 753- ELECTRIC STOVE for sale
on
July 17C 120.00, good condition. Phone 489TWO BEDROOM brick home, Guam
. teed for 15 years. Call for 7518July2C
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and free
2139.
fr estimate Dale Campbell 753range. Attached garage and city 7775.
,hily 20c MUST SELL toy poodle puppy, 3
ViesTof Part Landing orrilwy. 75
water. Nice country home with
months old, black, ARC MOBILE HOME, 1971 ( 12 a 65)
Located 9 AKC WEIMARANER Puppies registered. Phone 753-0871. Ju12C central heat, window air cononly.
couple
for
garden
0
miles north of Murray on High- after 23 July. Ideal hunting,
ditioner, also underpening. Call
July6C
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone guard dog, or playmate. Come TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. 492-11858 after 4 p.m.
JullOC
438-5479.
„bee now! 1203 Brentwood Paris Edison air conditioners 10,000
- 5 NIGHTS
0
J9C BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
Tenn. Phone 642-4326.
Cocker Spaniel
0 6 ROOM Webed house,$100.00.
July 3 thni July 7
20,000 BTU, 8010.62. 23,000 BTU, 641 PET Shop.
month. Phone 753-4895 or 753$318.40. Roby puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
BTU
28,000
$285.00.
t
J5C
* Free Prizes Every Night! *
Phone 753-1862 or 7538665.
BOYS SPIDER .110.4p__M*Sales Highwily 48, Benton, Setters.
wvikwunismikimwvinvoomemiLike
July 24NC
907.
17C
July
Kentucky.
4N9 ANC
TWO BEDROOM house, 310 windew tan• Call 436
South 8th Street. $16000. per
Ss•SS.".".7
Iur 753/I
month. Phone'Bob
2920.
. J5C
•

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation.with the exception of only a
Week

PERRY'S SHOE STORE & DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available
Thanks,

FOR SALE

Dwain TayilgiChpirolet,
South 12th Street
„
Meetiontery

Ward

1203 Chestnut
Sale. Wednesday onlY
10 portent off all Returned
Gooch
Open till 7 00P m

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
JOE-PAT
Its Been Fun!
Love
SON VA

Murray, Ky.

_*_ NOTICE *
-CITYLAND FILL

ily

ply

Will Be

CLOSED JULY 4th

-

City of Murray

Rex Billin! on, Supt

BY OWNER
Four bedroom brick house
on deep lot. Two baths,
living room, dining room.
• large paneled den with
▪ fireplace, kitchen, with lots
•
of cabinets, full basement. 2
•
141 Located at 512 Broad.
▪ • Cash Price 1121,998.011
•
•
Phone 753-3153
▪

sitting in your
July3C
93.

tnng
iting
alling
n Tile

NOTICE

OOOOO
FOR SALE

Ex4SHING
ry reasonable
767-2362, Mr.
July7C

LOCAL FAMILY wants permanent home to rent. Four or
three bedrooms. Phone 7584=
July6C
or 753-2337,

753-1916 I

FOR SALE

WANTED TO RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

DATSUN Sports convertible,
tap, tires with wire hub caps.
speed, real sharp. Call 7531700 or see at Eel's Gulf at Five
Jul2C
Points.

1963 BUICK Skylark, air conditioned. Good condition, phone
July3C
753-0954.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at--..

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger 11
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If You

Miss Your Paper
Moos* Phone
Your
Paper Carrier

First
If No Results:
Phone

753=i916
Before 5:00
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

rauriakiiWatigl
4th of July Week

0
0

Country & Western Bands

•s

Is Alive
and
_

753-7278

- in Murray

.-

"Specialists in the repair and service
of VW vehicles."
not an assotititilaAPAA

JEWELART
WW be
()Pen
July 4

North 4th St. & Pine
753-022

RUBE YOUNG,
Shoe Shine Man

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop
209 Walnut
Phone 753-9067 - Open 8:30 to 5:00
$175 - Men's
sr° -Boy's
Bring Your Shoes By
The Bag!
25 r.-Boots 504

CLOSE OUT sale still on. We're
three weeks late moving, so take
advantage of low prices. Verniers Boot, Shoe and Western
J2C
Store. 4th and Sycamore.

PEIIT corgrsi_x_

FOR THE beaLin pest control
WATER FRONT, large lot, a service and tertilite control call
choide area, Phone 436-2327 after Superior Exteierninating ComJuly5C
7 p.m.
TFC
pany,753-7266.
-

1)

ELECIIMATIC AIR cleaner.
Great for people with hay fever
or allergies. Phone 753-0930 after
J5NC
5:30p.m.

SALE-SALE~-SALE

FURNITURE
MISCELLANEOUS, some anJulY1P
tiques. 1616 Main.

(We are overstockPri)

REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
J5C
South 4th.

Travel Trailers
Star Craft

•

'Siam* Merchandise Marked Down

LOTHES_ ctp_AET
Behind Jim's Shoe. Outlet- -

CONCRETE STEPPING stones
and concrete splash blocks.
Murray Lumber- Company, 104
J5C
Maple Street.

8
8
8

Shasta-Golden Falcon

A GOOD bui...give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K, Belaire_ ShopJ7C
ping Center.

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J5C
Control, phone 753-3914,100 South
13th Street,"eveey day you delay
- •
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C FLuFFy- arm and bright are
/carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Kwik-Pik Market,Five PointJ7C
s.

SUMMER
SALE SHII Going On

. . . . . . ..

DauDY

FOR SALE

••••••

OO

8

Tent Campers
21 units will be sold. All offers will be considered.
None above cost refused. Complete hitch and hook-up
$300 value for $1.00.

8

8

Gillespie Motor Co.

74

23,000 BTU air-conditioner.
Phone 753-8389. Located 1613
J5C
Parkfane.

*•"'

E. Wood - Paris - 642-1751

8886s88ss:38sSz.z6sSssss.
888888886.888888888888888888888.

•.44.

_

•
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PACE SIXTEEN

Tornadoes, ThunderstormsSnakehandlem..,
Hit Midviests, Two Killed

((eatiaued from Page 1)

Band Workshops Marketbasket Survey Shows
To Be Held At
freeze* Reflected At Checkout
Murray State

than the
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Tornadoes and severe thun- campers to evacuate low-lying stick his head in the office door snakehandlers that we don't
several placed on the export of soyare scheduled at
Consumers are finding the 60- rected. The prices of
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however,
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at
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State
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day price
Serious flooding
per Midwest late Sunday and
know when and where there the mountain on the Kentuckyan- tural exports.
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the
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early today, downing power around Des Moines,Iowa, while -Wadi be a "ineetin'," com- Virginia line in Harlan County. 7 and July 9-11 as sessions in the the supermarket checkout
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wood Falls, Minn. More than
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A total of nineteen tornadoes an
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survey found
inch fell at MiimaaPelisthe Associated Press For some time they were of bands at the University of continued to climb during June.
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were reported In Minnesota,
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Florida,
of
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prices
the
The
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Meaowhile, moth
office in Louisville. For some displayed on the windows of the
Nebraska and South Dakota.
the increase in detergent, fabric softener, toEngland began slowly drylggl
more B.F. Goodrich Store, then at the clinician for the Concert Band 15 food and non-food items in 13 spokesmen said
Severe thunderstorm watches out after about 72 homes of reason, they wanted
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corner of 8th and West Literature and Techniques cities on March 1 and has rech- the number of
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them
each
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I never knew what
Iowa, northwest Missouri, flooding continued in some meeting and wanted to send a Broadway.
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situations.
supply
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Techniques
The survey found that froth
get happened to them, and I have Marching
southeast Nebraska and north- areas. Rains slackened over photographer to Harlan to
a sugar.
before
just
workshop July 9-11. June 1 to July 1, 56 per cent of noted that it was
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checked were unchanged in
No one knows actually what
All I had to do was to get in
Detroit, Los
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two injured when lightning floods there.
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touch with Brother Sutherland, Heaven is like, but if fondling
Angeles, Miami, New York,
struck during a volleyball game
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